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PREFACE

Stirling Castle is one of Scotland's most important
military structures and, arguably, the best castle in
Scotland. Before its walls occurred some of the most
important events in Scotland's history, including the
Battle of Bannockburn. The geographical position of
Stirling - the brooch which holds Scotland together underlined the castle's importance and, as a result
brought continuing royal interest.
Stirling Castle is most intimately associated with the
Stewart Kings, from James IV (1488-1513) to Queen
Anne (1702-14), last of the line. James N, James V
and James VI provided the dynasty with buildings
appropriate to its status within the castle, and, most
importantly, settings for state occasions. The most
significant of these was the Great Hall, erected by
James IV. The building stood squarely within a European tradition of great ceremonial spaces which includes
several examples surviving to this day such as Westminster Hall in London and Hakonshallen in Bergen.
The departure of J ames VI for London in 1603
had major repercussions for Scotland. One was that
buildings such as Stirling Castle's Great Hall no longer
had a function. It was natural, in view of the castle's
strategic position, that the army should utilise the
empty buildings. It was the withdrawal of the army
from the castle in 1964 which precipated the campaign

of renovation on the Great Hall which came to a
triumphant conclusion with its opening by HM the
Queen on 30 November 1999.
The aim of this volume is both to present the history
of the Great Hall and to describe the work of restoration. This work began in very different days from
those in which we live today. While Historic Scotland
still adheres to the long-held attitude to ruins in the
care of the State, that is 'conserve as found', it has
always accepted that Stirling Castle is a special case.
To some extent the decision to restore the Great H all
had been prompted by a desire to create a suitable
memorial to those who had died in the Second World
War. Faced with the choice of retaining the building
in its adapted form as a barracks or returning it to
something like its original state, the 'national' case for
the later course of action was overwhelming.
In undertaking this work, care was taken to ensure
that the renewal of 16th-century features was always led
by the building itself. Surviving details were used as
the basis of every element of the restoration. T he result
is a faithful copy, not intended to deceive, but rather
to illustrate Stewart kingship in its most tangible form.
David ] Breeze
Chief Inspector of Ancient Monuments
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1
THE ARCHITECTURE
Richard Fawcett

Halls in royal castles
By the later Middle Ages a major royal castle like that
at Stirling is likely to have had a number of buildings
or internal spaces referred to as halls. The majority of
these would have been the outermost, and thus normally most accessible, element of a suite of rooms that
served as the lodging for a single person of high status.
Beyond these would have been one or perhaps two
more private chambers with associated closets. But
there would also have been the need for a great hall,
on a larger scale than the other halls, to provide a
setting for the major gatherings and festivities that were
a periodic focus of royal, national or domestic life
within the castle (see Lynch, chapter 2). Since halls of
both types were an important expression of the standing
of their principal users, it is likely that new halls were
provided periodically in response to the changing demands of fashion and social life. References to the
erection of halls go back as far as detailed building
accounts survive for Stirling Castle, with construction
of a hall and chambers, apparently of timber, being
recorded as early as 1337 (Cal Does Scot vol 3, 364).
Complementing this evidence of periodic new building,
in the first years of the 16th century accounts for work
on an old hall and old chambers suggest that such
buildings that had been left stranded by the shifting
tides of fashion might still be retained and put to lesser

uses (Treasurer Accts, vol 2, 269, 276; vol 3, 83; vol 4,
44> 46).
A tradition that originates with Robert Lindsay of
Pitscottie, writing in the later 16th century, says that
the present Great Hall at Stirling was built by James
III, and that it was designed by his favourite, Thomas
Cochrane (Pitscottie, vol 1, 176, 200). We certainly
know that James Ill was a more active builder at the
castle than is often supposed, since in the 1460s he
carried out works on a building known as the White
Tower, as well as on the castle walls and one of the
chapels (Exch Rolls, vol 7, 189, 449, 452, 544, 66o),
although there is nothing to suggest that Cochrane,
who is in any case a rather shadowy figure, was in any
way involved in these. It also has to be said that such
limited documentation as there is for the Hall shows
that it was being completed in the middle years of the
reign of James IV, so that, even if James III had any
hand in its conception, it was almost certainly his son
who was largely responsible for its construction. Beyond
that, the scale of the H all, which was the largest ever
built in Scotland, and its relationship with other
buildings within the castle, are most readily comprehensible within the context of a wider palace building
campaign that was pursued with single-minded vigour
by James IV.

James IV's building works at Stirling Castle
of the principal structures set our around a more or
less quadrangular close, and with a frontispiece on the
approach to this close which heralded the high dignity
and prestige of what lay ahead. In doing this, the king
was building on foundations that had been well prepared by the first three J ameses and would be continued
by the fifth James following his own death in 1513. But
no other Scottish king can have devoted so much of
his kingdom's resources to palace building as James
N , nor produced such collectively impressive results,
and it is at Stirling that we can now most completely

For James IV, as for so many of the late medieval and
early Renaissance European kings and princes, an
essential element of the iconography of rule was an
appropriate architectural setting for his court. To
achieve this, in the course of his reign of 25 years,
James carried out major rebuilding in the principal
royal residences of Edinburgh, Falkland, Holyrood,
Linlithgow, and Stirling, as well as at several of the
minor residences (fig 1.1) (Dunbar, 1999). 1 At all of
these it seems that he was concerned to create a more
imposingly regular disposition of buildings, with most
I
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Holyrood

(as in 1663)

Falkland

Linlithgow

N

t
1.1 Plans of the royal residences at Holyrood Abbey (as in 1663), Stirling Castle, Falkland Palace, Linlithgow Palace and Edinburgh Castle.
(Richard Fawcett)

understand what he was trying to achieve. It was here
that the buildings, both individually and as a group,
were planned on the most ambitious scale (fig 1.2).
Perhaps a little perversely, the decline in importance
of the castle from the qth century onwards has also
been to the advantage of the buildings, since neglect
can be less harmful than inappropriate reuse. Even
when neglect was eventually followed by disruptive
adaptation for military uses, the basic structure of such
solidly constructed buildings was more easily retained
than destroyed.
The Hall was just one part - albeit the single finest
part - of an extraordinarily ambitious scheme to make
Stirling Castle into the most impressive of the architectural backdrops available to a king who was keen
that he should be recognised as a significant player on
the European stage (fig I.J). Indeed, its construction
must have been in progress simultaneously with several

other building campaigns at the castle. By April 1501,
work had reached the 'allowring', the wall-walk and
parapet, for which stone was evidently taken from a
demolished structure known as the 'Mowtrais toure'
(Treasurer Accts, vol 2, 82). By 1503 the masonry and
woodwork must have been completed, because in July
an English craftsman was plastering the walls (Treasurer
Accts, vol 2, 381), and by November hooks were being
bought for the wall hangings (Treasurer Accts, vol 2,
408).
Extensive works of conservation and restoration
carried out within the castle over recent decades have
allowed us to reach a clearer understanding of J ames
N's aspirations for the castle as a whole. It now seems
that up to the end of the 15th century most of the
buildings around the area that became the main royal
enclave of the castle, the Inner Close, had been set
out on an east-west alignment, which was probably

The architecture

1.2 Stirling Castle, an aerial view from the south-east.
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1.3 Stirling Castle, plan.

1.4 Stirling Castle, plan of the central core showing existing and excavated walls on a different alignment to the principal existing buildings
around the Inner Close.

largely dictated by the configuration of the castle rock
(see Ewart, chapter 7) (fig 1.4) . This alignment is still
seen on the north side of the upper rock terrace in
the North Curtain and the North Gate at its eastern
end, while towards the south side of the terrace it is
seen in the wall at the south end of the King's Old
Building, and in the Governor's Kitchen to its south

(the latter being now known through excavanon to
have been first built as one of the castle's chapels).
Excavations have also revealed two phases of buildings
below the Chapel Royal, on the north side of the
Inner Close, on this same alignment. Such an arrangement of buildings set parallel to each other, but with
relatively little space between, cannot have been

The architecture
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1.5 Stirling Castle, the King's Old Building from the Inner Close.

particularly conducive to high architectural digniry,
and it seems to have been James N who attempted
to create a more open quadrangular close as a setting
for the life of his court.
Slightly earlier than any recorded work on the Hall,
we know that in 1496 the master masons Waiter and
John Merlioun were building for James what was
referred to as the King's House (Treasurer Accts, vol 1,
277, 278, 284, 286, 302, 303, 310), and investigations
within the range that later came to be known as the
King's Old Building, on the west side of the Close,
have strongly suggested that this was the royal lodging
built by the Merliouns (Fawcett, 1990). Set on the
highest - and thus most prestigious - part of the castle
rock, with superb views out to the west, it was the
natural site for the king's residence (fig 1.5). It was
also roughly parallel to the site chosen for the Great
Hall, at a suitable distance of about 40 metres, so that
rwo of the four sides of the new Close were defined
by these imposing new buildings. In addition to these,
J ames is known to have had some works carried out
on the lodging of his new queen, Margaret Tudor,

m 1504 (Treasurer Accts, vol 2, 441), though this
was probably a remodelling of an existing building
rather than the construction of a new one. In view
of the king's need to have his queen lodged somewhere in the viciniry of his own residence, it is attractive
to speculate that her lodging may have been on the
south side of the newly formed Close, on part of the
site of the later Palace started in 1538. As a prelude to
all of this, James built here at Stirling the most impressive frontispiece to any of his castles, the Forework,
across the approach to the Inner Close. This extraordinary multi-towered wall and gatehouse, which was
perhaps as much a statement of the king's fascination
with chivalry as it was a line of defence, was being
completed by the master masons John Yorkstoun and
John Lockhart berween 1501 and 1508 (Treasurer
Accts, vol 2, 85, 269, 270; vol 3, 84, 87, 89, 296, 297;
vol 4, 281).
The great mystery about James N's plans for the
castle is what he intended for the north side of the Inner
Close. The chapel now seen on that side is ideally sited
in relation to the Close in the way that its south-eastern

6
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corner is located near the north-western angle of the
Hall, and its west gable comes close to the wing at the
northern end of the King's Old Building. But this
chapel was only built in 1594, and its predecessor in
this part of the castle has been shown through excavation to have been a large building that was set out
on a more correctly orientated east-west alignment.
Recent excavations have demonstrated that the chapel
on this earlier alignment must have continued to exist
after the Hall had been built, and it was probably
within this building that James IV established the
Chapel Royal of Scotland in 1501, and within which
he had carried out various works between 1494 and
1497 (Treasurer Accts, vol 1, 238, 357). However, that
chapel would have obscured the northern third of his
new Hall when seen from the Close, in a way that
James can hardly have relished. We can thus only
assume that even James IV was forced to accept a
measure of financial realism in his plans for the castle,
and that he had to be prepared to live with a chapel
that had been extensively remodelled by his father as
recently as 1467-69 until he had the resources to replace
it. Unfortunately, his own premature death on the field
of Flodden in 1513 prevented this replacement.
One other aspect of the Hall's relationship with
other structures that must be briefly touched upon here
is its linkage with less imposing but equally necessary
service buildings. Many of the functions that took place
within the Hall required the preparation of vast quantities of food, with the consequent need for kitchens,
bakehouses, brewhouses, serveries, and other ancillary
accommodation. In their final form these were grouped
round an enclosure on the east side of the Hall that
was known by the early-18th century as 'the King's
Office Houses'. The earliest kitchen for the Hall was
probably on the remodelled upper floor of the North
Gate. This gate may have been first built in 1381 (Exch
Rolls, vol 3, 8o), but the insertion of a kitchen within
it might perhaps be recorded in references to work on

a kitchen tower in 1502 (Treasurer Accts, vol 2, 149),
while there were further works in 1511-12 by the master
mason John Lockhart on what was described as the
upper parts of the great tower in the north part of
the castle (Treasurer Accts, vol 4, 281). However, the
kitchen in the North Gate cannot have been adequate
for events of more than minimal scale, and at some
stage a new range of kitchens was built up against the
east curtain wall, probably extending the full distance
between the Elphinstone Tower and the North Gate.
These kitchens had their vaults removed when an
artillery battery was formed on their site in 1689, and
much of what we now see is the result of excavation
and subsequent reconstruction in I92I, so that we
cannot rely on their details with any certainty in
attempting to assess their date. However, one possibility
is that these were the two kitchens that were recorded
as being under construction in 1542 (Treasurer Accts,
vol 8, 72), though it is perhaps more likely that the
kitchens then referred to were associated with the Palace
rather than the Hall.
Whatever their date, it must have been possible to
carry food under cover from the kitchens to the Hall,
but quite how the two buildings were connected is no
longer certain. Hatches on the west side of the North
Gate kitchens opened into what is now a triangular
open area at ground-floor level at the north-eastern
corner of the Hall, an area which must once have been
an enclosed servery connected in some way to the
gallery at the north end of the Hall. How the kitchens
on the east side of the King's Office Houses communicated with the Hall is more problematic. What seems
most likely is that the vaulted corridor which still runs
along part of the west side of the kitchens originally
extended to the east side of the North Gate, at the
south-east angle of which there can still be seen traces
of a door jamb. From there it must be presumed there
was a way up to the kitchens on the first floor of the
North Gate, and thence to the Hall.

The later history of the Hall
After completion, the Hall was modified to meet
changing needs on a number of occasions. There were
fresh works as early as 1512, when John Lockhart, who
had earlier been in charge of operations on parts of
the Forework, was remodelling the wall-walk on the
king's orders (Treasurer Accts, vol 2, 102). Requirements for improved servicing and links with the
kitchens to the east, as already discussed, were probably
the reason for a number of other changes, and when

the Palace was built to its south-west in 1538, a bridge
was built from the king's new lodging to the dais of
the HalJ.2 Yet further changes were made for the
baptismal celebrations for James VI's son, Prince
Henry, in 1594, at the time the chapel was rebuilt. If
these operations represented attempts to improve the
functioning of the Hall, by contrast, after James VI
went to London in 1603, negative modifications began
to take place. Although limited campaigns to bring it
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back to a state suitable for royal use were made in
advance of visits by James in 1617 and Charles I in
1633 (Fawcert 1995, 77-81), there was simply no longer
a regular need for great ceremonial buildings at rhe
principal castles of the northern kingdom, and alternative uses were progressively found for them.
So far as we can now understand them, rhe first
changes to the Hall, in the course of the qrh and 18th
centuries, were relatively minor, since there was little
money available for spending on such buildings. This
was especially the case after 1689, when rhe major
requirement became rhe strengthening of rhe perimeter
defences against periodic Jacobite threats. But in rhe
1790s, when Britain was at war with France, a wholesale
adaptation of the Hall was carried out, the purpose
of which was to provide three storeys of barrack
accommodation, with four barrack rooms and two
sets of stairs to each of those storeys, above ancillary
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accommodation in rhe basement (see Grove, chapter 3).
While we should be grateful that these alternative uses
at least ensured the Hall continued to exist, much
evidence for its original form was obscured in the
process, and some was lost altogerher. However, in
rhe course of the painstaking dismantling of rhose
insertions and modifications rhat has taken place
since rhe castle ceased to be a military depot in 1964
(see Madvor, Maxwell, Buchanan and Peet, below),
there has been careful recording and analysis of all of
the evidence that survived the adaptations of the 1790s.
At rhe same time, rhere has been derailed analysis of
rhe documentary and pictorial evidence. On the basis
of all of this, it has been possible to reach a relatively
full understanding of the original appearance of the
Hall, and the description that follows is based on a
combination of those findings and of the surviving
evidence.

A description of the Hall
The Hall is a basically rectangular structure with overall
dimensions of 42.15 by 14.25 metres (frontispiece). The
only elements to break this rectangular outline are a
pair of bay windows flanking rhe dais at the southern
end of the Hall and a semicircular stair tower near rhe
mid-point of the east wall. Perhaps largely because of
the slope of the ground from west to east, the Hall
itself is raised on a basement of five and a half bays,
each of which is covered by a barrel vault carried on
cross-walls. Running along the west side of the Hall
is a corridor or transe, which also returns along rhe
north end. The west transe was originally an open
sunken area wirh a western wall that reverted the higher
ground of rhe Inner Close, and it was presumably
bridged by a stair giving access to the entrance to the
Hall. T his transe was protected from the elements by
a lean-to roof around mid-height of rhe Hall, for which
corbels were provided. At an uncertain later dare, bur
perhaps as part of the improved links with the kitchens
to the east, the reverting wall was raised and rhe transe
was vaulted over to create a basement corridor; the
norrh transe may have been enclosed in the same
operation (see Ewart, below). At rhe same time, rhe
ground level at rhe eastern end of rhe Close was raised,
giving level access to rhe Hall entrance across rhe
extrados of the new transe vault. By the first years of
rhe 18th century, on the evidence of Theodore Dury's
plan of 1708 (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2!I6),
but perhaps even by as early as the works associated
with the baptismal celebrations of Prince Henry in

1594, the area above the vaulted basement corridor of
the west transe had been walled in to create an enclosed
gallery. A doorway cut near the middle of the north
wall of the Hall, and later blocked, has mouldings that
indicate a date around the turn of rhe 16th century,
and this was perhaps formed at the same time that the
transe enclosing walls were built.
Access between the basement and the main level of
the Hall was by four spiral staircases: two stairs within
rhe northern corners of the Hall; a stair within the
projecting tower at rhe middle of rhe east wall; and a
stair on the norrh side of the eastern bay. The stair at
the north-west angle, and that at the middle of its east
wall, also continued up to the wall-head of the Hall.
From the basement an irregular disposition of doorways
and windows opened both into the lower level of the
west transe and towards the King's Office Houses and
Outer Close. The main body of the Hall itself was lit
by rectangular clearstorey windows along all sides, rhe
majoriry of which were grouped in pairs; except along
rhe north wall, these windows were deeply recessed to
the inner plane of the wall within segmental-arched
external openings. Between some of the windows were
tabernacles capped by elaborate canopies and wirh
image corbels carved wirh angels. The greatest concentration of light was through the two bays flanking the
dais, which had windows stretching almost the full
height of the H all. On their long sides these windows
were each of two pairs of lights with transoms at
mid-height, while on some of rhe flanks of the bays
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are single-light windows. The piers at the angles of
the bay on the east side were carved with elaborate
miniature tabernacle work, and its transoms are in the
form of intersecting arcs.
As is known from a combination of structural and
pictorial evidence (Siezer, 1693) (see chapter 3, fig p),
the walls were capped by a wall-walk with a crenellated
parapet carried on two-tiered corbelling, and with
salient rounds at the angles of both the main body of
the Hall and of the bays, all of which was evidently
remodelled in 1512. The ridge of the roof was decorated
with heraldic beasts. These beasts were first referred to
in 1625, when the master mason William Wallace was
charged with carving them in anticipation of the homecoming of Charles I (Works Accts, vol 2, qo, 180).
Since such enrichment of the skyline existed on all of
the buildings around the Inner Close, however, it is
likely that they had been provided from the first, and
that Wallace was simply replacing and repairing those
that were damaged.
Internally, above the basement, the Hall is a single
space, entered off the Inner Close at the north end of
the west wall. As might have been expected, evidence
was found of pockets for the timbers of a screen
separating off the entrance end from the rest of the
Hall, while joist pockets together with the fragmentary
evidence for a doorway off the north-western stair
showed that there was a loft above the screen. Having
passed through the screen, the attention of those
entering the Hall must always have been immediately
drawn to its southern end, where the royal dais was
situated. This end is flooded with light through the bay
windows in each flank, as well as through the windows
in the upper part of the south wall and in the gable
rising into the roof space above it. The bay windows
are defined by wide depressed arches. These arches are
broadly splayed through the main wall thickness, while
the soffits of the outer parts, beyond the wall thickness,
are decorated with ribs. Access to the stair which leads
down to the lower level of the eastern bay was through

a doorway in the northern jamb of the bay, though
this stair may have been suppressed at a relatively early
date since it is not shown on 18th-century plans of the
castle, and the precise original form of the doorway
is uncertain. Also at the dais end of the Hall is a
flat-arched fireplace at the centre of the south wall,
while a small slapped doorway at the south end of the
north wall leads to the bridge across to the King's
Inner Hall in the Palace.
By comparison with the dais end, the rest of the
Hall is more plainly treated. The lower half of both
the east and the west wall was blank, apart from the
doorway to the stair at the centre of the east wall, and
a staggered arrangement of flat-arched fireplaces, two
to each wall. Arras hangings are known to have hung
from hooks along the lower walls (Treasurer Accts,
vol 2, 408; vol 4, 407). The windows which pierce the
upper part of the wall rise from a continuous string
course. The only other opening at this upper level is
an arch off the east stair. This arch, within which there
was a small platform perhaps provided for trumpeters,
also rises from the string course.
The original roof of the Hall was destroyed as part
of the remodelling in the 1790s. It may already
have been in a poor state by that time, since the
west wall of the Hall, towards the Inner Close, had
bowed outwards to an alarming degree (see Maxwell,
chapter 4). In addition, in the course of dismantling
the late-18th-century roof, traces of slightly makeshift
horizontally-set diagonal braces were found at the
wall-head. These were perhaps part of a late attempt
to stabilise the rafters. Despite the loss of the roof
itself, its basic form is known from Board of Ordnance
surveys carried out in 1719 and 1741 (National Library
of Scotland, BO. Z21I8b and Z2/22b), which show
that the principal rafters were of complex hammerbeam construction (see chapter 3> fig n), though those
drawings are clearly inaccurate in a number of respects,
and especially in the scale of the timbers that they
depict.

The wider architectural context of the Hall
A great hall figured prominently in all of James IV's
palace building schemes (Dunbar 1999, 5-121) (fig 1.1).
At Linlithgow the magnificent Hall in the east range,
which still survives to the wall-head but has lost its
roof, was a remodelling of that originally built by
James I. At Holyrood it seems that the Hall was an
adaptation of the refectory in the south claustra! range
of the Augustinian abbey, and was thus atypically set

away from the principal close at the heart of the palace
that was beginning to take shape there. In each of
those cases the Hall was embodied within one of the
ranges of buildings rather than being a free-standing
block. At Edinburgh, Falkland and Stirling, however,
it seems that the Hall was essentially the product of
completely new building works carried out for James
N, and that it was designed as a largely independent
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structure with its own roof, set along one of the sides
of the principal close. At Edinburgh, where the roof
was being slated in 1512 (Treasurer Accts, vol4, 278-9),
the Hall was on the south side of the close, with the
royal lodgings to its east. At Falkland, the Hall that
was excavated by Lord Bute in the 1890s was on the
north side of the close, with the royal lodgings again
to its east. The roof of that Hall was under construction
in 1513 (Exch Rolls, vol 13, 504-5). All of these buildings
were basically rectangular, but, although all of them
for which we have detailed evidence had large windows
lighting the dais on one or both sides, it seems that
the only other Hall to have had a pair of projecting
bays like those of Stirling was the slightly later one at
Falkland. This is not altogether surprising, since dais
bays appear to have had no other counterparts in
Scotland. The clearstorey lighting of the main body of
the Hall at Stirling was also relatively unusual; among
the royal halls, the only certain parallel was at Linlithgow, though there was an earlier example in the Hall
at Bothwell Castle, which is assumed to have been part
of the remodelling carried our for the 4th earl of
Douglas after 1400.
Although dais bays and clearstorey windows are rare
in Scottish halls, it should be borne in mind that they
are far more common in England. In this connection
it is important to recollect that relationships with
England were very much closer in the years around
1500 than they had been for many decades. After a
long period during which it seems that patrons and
masons deliberately chose to avoid any acknowledgement of architectural developments south of the
Border, in the years around 1500 we find renewed
evidence of architectural contacts. From the time of
the Truce of Ayton of 1497, and following on from
the marriage of James IV and Princess Margaret Tudor
in 1503, there was a climate of cautious interest that
was reflected at a number of buildings. Where appropriate, English craftsmen were again invited to work
in Scotland, including the plasterer who worked on
the Stirling Hall in 1503, and the royal plumber who
worked on the roof of King's College, Aberdeen,
in 1506, for example (Fasti Aberdonenses, 1854, lvii).
Perhaps the most obvious evidence for these briefly
renewed and limited links is the introduction of simplified English rectilinear tracery types at Stirling and
Linlithgow Parish Churches, and also in the south
quarter corridors of Linlithgow Palace.
Possibly the first major example of clearstorey
lighting in a late medieval royal hall had been that at
Westminster Hall as remodelled for Richard 11 in
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the 1390s, where the late-nth-century clearstorey of the
original had been radically updated. After that, elevated
windows became characteristic of several of the later
palace halls, including Edward N's Eltham of about
1479-83 (fig r.6) and Henry VIII's Hampton Court of
the 1530s. They were also to be characteristic of many
of the more ambitious secular and collegiate halls, of
which Crosby Hall, of around 1466, and Corpus Christi
College Hall at Oxford, of around 1516, may be cited
as well-known illustrations. Perhaps of even greater
significance is the fact that dais bays also seem to have
been more of a characteristic feature of halls in England
than of those in any other country of Europe. Whether
set singly and asymmetrically, as at South Wingfield
of around 1440-59, or forming a balanced pair, as at
Oxburgh Hall of about 1482, dais bays had become
one of the most important elements in the common
currency of English hall design. A pair of dais bays
with mid-height transoms is a prominent feature at
Eltham Palace which, as we have already seen, also had
clearstorey lighting to the main body of the Hall.
Further parallels between Eltham and Stirling are
evident in the design of the roofs, which in each case
was of hammer-beam form (fig r.6). So far as we know,
roofs of this kind were first foreshadowed in drawings
in the early-13th-century sketchbook of the French
mason Villard de Honnecourt, in which he suggested
cantilevered hammer-beams at the wall-head as one
way of constructing a roof over steeply pointed stone
vaulting (Bucher, 1979, 109). But the development of
the hammer-beam type of open-roof construction was
to be virtually a uniquely English manifestation. A
simple version had been constructed by the early-14th
century over the so-called Pilgrim's Hall at Winchester,
and by the last decade of that century it was possible
for Hugh Herland to build the extraordinarily ambitious example that is still to be seen over the Hall at
Westminster. After that, hammer-beam roofs were to
be taken up at the royal Halls of Eltham and Hampton
Court, and presumably at others as well, evidently
becoming one of the identifying features of high-status
halls. Indeed, the status and associations of this type
of roof were such that they were to be used at collegiate
foundations as late as the 17th century, as at Trinity
College in Cambridge of 1604-05. They also, of course,
came to be used in large numbers of the smarter parish
churches.
As might be expected for a feature that is so pronouncedly English, hammer-beam roofs are rare in
Scotland. It is true that there is a hybrid of hammerbeam and arch-braced construction over the Hall at
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1.6 Eltham Palace, the interior of the Great Hall. (John Henry Parker, Some account of domestic architecture in England from Richard 11 to
Henry VIII, Oxford, 1859)

Darnaway, the timber of which has been dated dendrochronologically to 1387 (Stell and Baillie 1993). But that
roof seems to have had little discernible influence; most
other Scottish hall roofs so far as we know were of
much simpler construction, with collar-beams as at
Alloa Tower, or tie-beams as evidently at Tantallon
Castle, as the most usual principal structural element.
The closest parallel for the Stirling hammer-beam roof
is that over its near contemporary at Edinburgh Castle,
which is of very similar overall form and construction,
and which must surely have been designed by the same
wright (see chapter 3, fig 3.5).3 But, as we have seen,
the Edinburgh roof was evidently the later of the two,
being covered only in 1512 by John Kelso (Treasurer
Accts, vol 4, 278-279) , so that it was at Stirling that
this particular variant on the type was first deployed in
Scotland.
Bearing in mind the number of parallels between
the Halls at Eltham and Stirling, in the provision of
clearstorey windows, paired dais bays and hammerbeam roof, it is attractive to suspect that, at a time

when Scotland was again prepared to take cognisance
of English architecture, it was the Eltham Hall that
was a principal underlying source of ideas for the basic
design of that at Stirling. It might be added that the
provision of a screened-off passage at the entrance end
of the Hall shows yet further parallels between the two
buildings, though by this date such screened passages
were probably a standard provision on both sides of
the Border. Taking all of this into account, is it possible
that in building the Stirling Hall James N was setting
out to demonstrate that he was fully the equal of his
future English father-in-law through the medium of
the architecture that he was able to build for himself?
There is no reason to doubt that Eltham was known
of in Scotland, because in 1486 several Scottish statesmen had been entertained there on an embassy to
Henry VII (Dunbar 1999, 48). Since the Stirling Hall
is a little larger than that at Eltham, is it even possible
that James was deliberately setting out to surpass
Henry?
Yet if the basic idea for the plan and form of the
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Stirling Hall was indeed taken from England, the
architectural vocabulary that was employed is in most
respects not an English one. Even the hammer-beam
roof, which is perhaps the most obviously English
borrowing, has been reinterpreted for Scottish tastes
in the way the timbers are of strictly squared section
rather than being elaborately moulded, possibly with
the intention that the faces should be enriched
with decorative painting. If we are to look for other
sources of inspiration for the details of the Structure,
it must be remembered that, by the time Stirling Hall
was under construction, Scotland had been accustomed
for over a century to draw at least some of its architectural ideas from continental Europe, and there are
indeed a number of features of the Hall that might be
considered as being ultimately indebted to continental
prototypes.
T he corbelled-out parapet with prominent rounds
at the angles is one such feature. It is true that by the
early years of the 16th century, parapets of this type
were becoming more common in Scotland, as may
be seen on the rower house at Balvaird Castle. Nevertheless, there were similar parapets on the towers of
James IVs Forework at Stirling (see chapter 8, fig 8.5),
and the original design of the gatehouse of the Forework
in particular, as shown by Slezer (see chapter 3, fig 3.1),
could well reveal some degree of French influence. Its
four three-quarter-round towers at the angles of a
rectangular block, and the wall-walk in the form of a
chemin-de-ronde around steeply roofed cap-houses all
show something of the same spirit as buildings such
as the royal castle at Vincennes or smaller tower houses
such as that at Flageac (Salch, 1987, 535, 1242-43).
While the Stirling Hall parapet is probably of 1512
rather than 1500, it is known to have been built by
on e of the masons who had worked on the Forework
and so the possibility of continuing French influence
cannot be ruled out.
Another possible candidate for some measure of
European inspiration is the treatment of the eastern
dais bay. The complex staggered tiers of miniature
tabernacle work on the piers appear to have more in
common with late Gothic work in France and central
Europe than with anything in either Scotland or England (figs 6.4 and 8.4). This is also true of the transoms
at mid-height of the windows to this bay, which are
composed of intersecting arcs (see chapter 8, fig 8.3).
It is hard to find precise parallels for transoms of this
kind, but they are perhaps more easily understood
within the context of a taste for intersecting arcs in
slightly unexpected situations that is to be seen in many
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parts of Europe in the years around 1500. On a large
scale, gravity-defying intersecting curves become a
prominent element in a number of vaults, such as those
at Annaberg in Saxony, started in 1499. In that church
it may further be noted that the transoms of the apse
windows are in the form of upright arches below
inverted arches, resulting in intersecting ogees that are
not so far removed in spirit from the Stirling transoms
(Nussbaum, 2000, plate 235), though it should be said
that such non-intersecting 'lattice transoms' are also a
common feature of English rectilinear tracery (H arvey
1978, 241). On a smaller scale, some parallels may
also be drawn with the intersecting arcs of tracery, or
of daringly intersecting cantilevered arches, on the
windows and porch of St Lawrence's Chapel at
Strasbourg Cathedral of 1495-1505 (Frank!, 1962,
plate 143). It was in the same spirit that Rombout II
Keldermans designed complex transoms ro several of
his buildings, including those of the Town Hall at
Ghent in 1518, in which small cusped ogee arches rise
through horizontals (Meischke, 1988, 131). There could
certainly be no suggestion that any of these had directly
inspired what we see at Stirling, and indeed some are
later in date, though they may perhaps provide some
clues to the wider cultural climate of which the designer
of this bay was aware.
In most respects, however, the architectural vocabulary employed in the Stirling Hall is what might be
expected in a Scottish building of the highest quality
erected in about 1500. T he decorated ribbing on the
soffits of the dais bay arches, for example, is markedly
indigenous in character. While the outer part of the
arch in the western bay appears to be half of a bay of
quadripartite ribbed vaulting; and that in the eastern
bay appears to be a pair of conjoined half bays of
similar vaulting, in fact they are not so much ribbed
vaults as arches with a surface patterning of ribs. This
represents an approach to vault construction that is
first seen in the last years of the 14th century, in the
choir aisles of Edinburgh St Giles, and over the upper
Hall at Dundonald Castle, but which became more
widespread from the mid-15th century onwards. The
approach is perhaps best illustrated in the vaulting over
the chancel of Seton Collegiate Church, which was
started by the first Lord Seton before his death in about
1478. There the barrel vault over the presbyrery area
has a surface patterning of ribs, whereas that over the
less liturgically important area of the choir is left plain,
and the essentially cosmetic rather than structural role
of the ribs is made abundantly evident. Also very much
in the contemporary Scottish idiom is the treatment
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1.7 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the windows along the west face from the exterior.

of the jambs of the fireplaces, in which the fillet of
the engaged angle shafts is extended across the bell
of the capital and the main element of the base, as a
flaring, concave-sided, raised strip. Related detailing is
to be seen in a fireplace in the Palace at Edinburgh
Castle, and in many other buildings both secular and
ecclesiastical.
A more puzzling feature of the Hall is the external
treatment of the clearstorey windows. Comparison with
halls of comparable size elsewhere in Britain and Europe
shows that the walls of the Stirling Hall are remarkably
thick in proportion to the floor area. This is also the
case with a number of the other Scottish royal buildings
erected at this time, as seen most obviously in parts
of Linlithgow Palace. In most cases, the windows in
these buildings were set towards the outer plane of the
wall, meaning that there had to be a deep internal
rear-arch within each of the windows; in the Hall at
Linlithgow the wall thickness even allowed a mural
passage to be passed through the rear-arches along one
side. But at Stirling the unusual decision was taken to
place the windows on the inner plane of the wall,
requiring solutions that were not called for elsewhere.
What was done was to frame each window externally
within a segmental-headed arch with roll mouldings

at the angles, and with a battered sill that was either
stepped or plain (see Peet, chapter 8) (fig 1.7). In fact
the detailing of these external arches is very similar to
that adopted for the internal rear-arches of the windows
of the chapel built for James IV at Linlithgow at this
time (fig r.8). There thus seems to have been an attitude
that one approach could be equally suitable whether
it were applied internally or externally. Further similarities between the treatment of the windows at the
Stirling Hall and the Linlithgow Chapel are seen in
the tabernacles that were placed between the arches.
In both cases these have angel corbels, and this would
seem to support the likelihood that the parallels were
not purely fortuitous.
Taking account of the similarities between the
Stirling Hall and parts of Linlithgow, it seems possible
that some of the same craftsmen, and perhaps even
the same master mason, may have been involved in
both cases. At Linlithgow, the chapel must have been
nearing completion in 1492, when there was a payment
for roofing timbers (Treasurer Accts, vol I , 204), and
planning of the Stirling Hall must surely have been
under consideration not long after that for it to have
been nearing completion in 1501. Regrettably, in neither
case is the name of the master mason known. O ne
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1.8 Linlithgow Palace
Chapel, the windows
along the south face,
from the interior.

clue to the identity of the Stirling Hall designer,
however, may lie in the character of the mouldings of
the doorways, windows and fireplaces, which are often
one of the most reliable guides to the tricks of design
of individual master masons. In the Stirling Hall these
consist of combinations of filleted rolls and segmental
hollows, articulated by quirks or arrises (fig 1.9). A
very similar repertoire is employed for the surviving
original details of the King's Old Building on the
opposite side of the Inner Close, whereas the mouldings
employed for other works within the castle of this
period, such as the Forework gate, are rather different
in character. Bearing in mind that the Hall and King's

Old Building were part of what was essentially a single
scheme being carried out for the same patron, and that
the dates of their construction may have partly overlapped, it must therefore be a real possibility that the
same creative mind was behind each. Fortunately, in
the case of the King's Old Building, we know that the
master masons in 1496 were Walter and John Merlioun.
But we also know that Walter Merlioun was supervising
the royal works at Dunbar Castle by 1497 and at
Holyrood Palace by 1501-02, which might suggest that
he was by then no longer involved at Stirling. However,
this need not preclude the possibility that he designed
the Hall, but had only a reduced role in its day-to-day
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1.9 Stirling Castle, mouldings in the King's Old Building and Great Hall.
a. King's Old Building, window reveal; b. King's Old Building, doorway from stair to first-floor rooms; c. King's Old Building, blocked doorway
at base of stair; d. Great Hall, window reveal; e. Great Hall, fireplace jamb; f. Great Hall, main doorway. (Richard Fawcett)

construction after moving on to Dunbar in 1497. We
do know on the basis of evidence from England and
the rest of Europe that late medieval master masons,
much like their modern counterparts, might have
overall responsibility for several projects that were

simultaneously under construction. While there can be
no certainty, there must therefore be at least a possibility
that it was one or other of the Merliouns who was
responsible for the Hall's design if not the processes
of its construction.
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Notes
1. In addition to the fuller discussion ofJames N 's palace building
provided by Dunbar, see Richard Fawcett, Scottish Architecture
from the Accession ofthe Stewarts to the Reformation, Edinburgh,
1994, pp. 301-330.
2. T he present bridge is a handsome neo-Gothic design, but traces
of the original bridge are still to be seen within the masonry
at the south-west corner of the Hall.
3. The identiry of that wright is uncenain. John Dunbar has

pointed out that John Drummond was probably the wright
for the roof over the Hall at Falkland, which was under
construction in 151 3, and could well have performed the
same role for the Edinburgh Hall roof, which was slated
in 1512 (Dunbar 1999, 25, 80); in correspondence, Mr
Dunbar has said that he feels Drummond might have been
too young to have been responsible for the Stirling Hall roof,
however.

2
THE GREAT HALL IN THE REIGNS OF MARY,
QUEEN OF SCOTS AND jAMES

VI

Michael Lynch

Introduction
The Great Hall of Stirling Castle was built for King
James N, probably between 1497 and c1503. The reigns
of James Ill (146o-88), James N (1488-1513) and
James V (1513-42) were rhose in which the major part
of a phenomenal royal building programme was carried
out, both at Stirling and elsewhere, most notably at
the palaces of Holyrood, Linlithgow and Falkland
(Dunbar 1999, 39-55). The reigns of Mary, Queen of
Scots (1542-67) and her son, James VI (1567-1625),
were when these new physical assets, three-dimensional
displays in stone of the majesty and divinity of the
Stewart monarchy, were exploited in politics, propaganda and spectacle. Throughout the monarchies of
western Europe, the Renaissance festival was devised
as a simultaneous assault on all rhe senses (Strong
1973, 19-76). The venue for the two most spectacular
of these festivals in Scotland was the Great Hall at
Stirling.
For James N 's great-grandson, James VI, rhe Hall was
the focal point of three of rhe key moments in his life
and career. What follows is, in essence, the story of
two baptisms, two brawls, and a poisoning. The two
baptisms brought what were arguably the two most
glittering occasions the Great Hall ever staged - the
baptism of James himself in 1566 and that of his
first-born son, Prince Henry, in 1594. The orher events
centred around a complex struggle for power and a
political crisis, where Stirling was also centre stage,
which presaged rhe entry of rhe boy king into politics
in rhe course of 1578-79.
Various changes of usage of royal apartments and
the hall in castles or palaces rook place over rhe course
of the 16th century. An important factor was a growth
in rhe size of the royal household. The household of
James V, numbering some 300 to 350 officials and

servants, was about twice as large as that of James IV
(Dunbar 1999, 107). The household of James VI in
1596, by which time rhat of his queen has to be added,
was in the region of 290 strong, in the strict sense of
named and delineated personnel. But the throng at
court had almost certainly increased over rhe century
and, when unlisted servirors and retainers of courtiers
are added, it has been estimated that the combined
royal households, including those of the various royal
children born in and after 1594, probably numbered
some 8oo (J uhala 2000, 305-6).
By the second half of the 16th century, the 'Great'
Hall at Stirling, as at Edinburgh Castle, seems to have
been reserved for ceremonial occasions or was used by
junior members of the royal household as a refectory
(Dunbar 1999, 108-21). The 15th century had seen fairly
frequent use of royal castles as a venue for meetings
of parliament. James I (1406-37), for example, had
used the 'old hall' at Stirling in 1424 for a parliament
which was in effect a show trial. This practice had
virtually ceased by the reign of J ames IV, who held all
his parliaments in the tolbooth of Edinburgh, by then
the king's virtual capital. At times of crisis, however,
one or other of rhe main royal castles was used as a
kind of 'safe house'. One example of this came in the
months of May and June 1528, after the young James
V escaped from the clutches of the Douglases; rhe great
and privy seals were transferred from Edinburgh to
Stirling Castle and the privy council met there, presumably in the Hall (Cameron 1998, 19-21, 32). In 1578,
when the regency of the Earl of Morton fell into a
prolonged crisis, rhere was a reversion to the old device
of holding parliament in a secure royal stronghold. It
is probably as a result of this period that the Hall at
Stirling acquired the name 'Parliament Hall'.
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The baptism of 1566
On 17 December 1566, Stirling Castle was the venue
for the baptism of the son of Mary, Queen of Scots
and Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley. 1 For the next three
days, the castle witnessed an astonishing Renaissance
festival, which brought the most fashionable and upto-date techniques of symbolism and iconography of
the French court in music, literature, spectacle, and
theatre to Scotland (Lynch 1990, 1-21). In the late
afternoon of the first day, the child was solemnly
processed from the royal apartments in the Palace to
the Chapel Royal. The baptism was by full Catholic
rites. It included a solemn high mass, with 'organs
playing'. The musician and composer Robert Carver,
Augustinian canon of Scone, is usually associated with
the reigns of James IV and V. But he was still alive in
1566 and may well have been associated with this, the
last great set-piece performance of the Catholic mass
in Mary's reign or, indeed, in Scottish history. The
mass was boycotted by the English ambassador and by
a number of Protestant nobles who stayed outside.
Mary's was still a divided kingdom. In the banquet
which immediately followed in the Great Hall, however, a different ambience was created.
Taking as its cue the banquets staged at Bayonne in
south-west France the year before, when Protestants
and Catholics were brought together at the end of a
war of religion, the banquet in the Hall was designed
as two things. It was intended to reassure Mary's nobles
that they still could enjoy their place in the sun of royal
favour. This was very much needed in 1566, for in the
space of the previous fifteen months Mary had survived
and seen off two noble coups and had pardoned most
of the rebels involved in them. The intricate hierarchy
of the nobility was carefully reflected in the seating
plan. There was, however, an added dimension. The
English Protestant ambassador and representative of
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), the Earl of Bedford, was formally served by three nobles - two of them Catholics
and one Protestant. The Catholic French ambassador,
the Comte de Brienne, representative of Charles IX
(1560-74), Mary's former brother-in-law, was served by
a different trio of nobles - two Protestants and one
Catholic. The Stirling banquet, like that at Bayonne,
was designed as a 'meal of domestic reconciliation'
(Boutier 1984, 316). After the meal came various entertainments. The evening ended with two hours of
' dansing and playing in haboundance'. It is likely that
the music reflected French and Italian tastes as well as
Scots. It included an entertainment with men dressed

as 'hobby horses' singing Italian songs. Towards the
end of the evening even the staunchly puritan Bedford
relented, allowing the 40 gentlemen in his retinue to
take part in the dancing.
Formal banquets followed in the Hall during the
evening of the next two days. On the second day,
Bedford was forced to sit at a 'round table likeArthur's'.
This was probably the same table which James IV had
liked to use to tease English emissaries. It was a
reminder that, following the death in 1502 of Henry
VII's first son, Arthur, a Stewart was never more than
one or two heartbeats away from the English throne.
James IV and V both named their second sons Arthur,
although neither survived infancy. Arthur, 'king of
Britons to come', became a familiar refrain, and was
the centrepiece of a Latin poem specially commissioned
by the Hamilton family to commemorate the baptism,
much to the annoyance of the English ambassador
(cited in Lynch 1990, 13). In 1566, with a fierce dispute
going on in both English Houses of Parliament and
debates in the Inns of Court about the different candidates to succeed Queen Elizabeth, the Stirling
'triumph' threatened to have the effect of an incendiary
device in English politics. It is a good example of how,
in royal courts throughout Europe, court spectacle
became increasingly more pointed in its political messages as the r6th century went on.
Every Renaissance fete by the mid-r6th century
needed a mechanical device. This banquet had several.
The first two courses were served by the device of a
moving stage, pulled by twelve satyrs and nymphs.
Male musicians, dressed 'lyk maidins', played on it.
The third course was served by what is called in the
record a 'conduit', perhaps some kind of moving
mechanical belt. Before the fourth course, a child,
dressed as an angel, was lowered in a globe from the
ceiling and gave a recitation. At this point, further
entertainments were cut short. The stage collapsed.
Perhaps this was just as well, for the English visitors
were becoming restless. They would have been unfamiliar with much of the elaborate iconography, which
reflected the taste of the moment in the French court.
A version of what is called ballet de cour was staged.
In it, dance was designed to reflect harmony and
balance. The natural balance provided by the crown
and the court is threatened by the intervention of
enemies of the state - in this case by the satyrs,
'counterfeit devils', complete with tails. The English
courtiers began to take offence at what they took to
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be obscene gestures that the devils were making with
their tails. A minor fracas between visitors and devils
brought the evening to a premature close.
The dinner in the Great Hall on the third evening
was the prelude to a spectacular fireworks show,
another novelty of the Renaissance festival. It was the
first fireworks display performed in Scotland and it
took place in darkness on what is now the Castle
Esplanade. In it, a mock fort, which represented the
power and divinity of the monarchy, was assaulted by
the enemies of the state - the same theme, in effect,
as in the ballet de cour. But each assault force- including
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Moors, habitually symbolising the enem1es of the
state in the 16th century, and makeshift Highlanders,
dressed in sheep skins and carrying live grenades, a
domestic version of the same threat - was repulsed.
The enchanted castle survived, as - the message trumpeted - would the monarchy. This elaborate triumph
was immediately followed by the formal investiture
of the young prince, ' Charles James, James Charles'
in the Great Hall, as 'Prince of Scotland, Duke of
Rothesay, Earl of Kyle, Carrick and Cunningham, and
Baron of the barony of Renfrew' (Diurnal, 105).

The political crisis of 15 78-79
Seven months later Mary's son was crowned - as
J ames VI - not in the Chapel Royal, which had too
many Catholic associations, but in the parish church
of the Holy Rude within sight of the castle. After it,
'great feasts were made in the castle to the nobility
and gentlemen' (CSP Scot, ii, 370), presumably in
the Great Hall, although there are no further details
available of this very different, Protestant occasion.
The young King James spent almost all of the next
eleven years in Stirling Castle. His joint guardians were
the Countess of Mar, the widow of the former regent,
the Earl of Mar who died in 1572, and her brother-inlaw, Alexander Erskine of Gogar, Master of Mar, and
keeper of the castle. His main tutor was the formidable
George Buchanan, a humanist scholar with an international reputation. For the young James, Stirling was
both a schoolroom and a safe haven. Brought up on
a diet of Greek before breakfast, James later claimed
that he had been able to speak Latin before he could
speak Scots. Regent Mar's death had brought James
Douglas, 4th Earl of Morton to power. He, however,
seems to have neglected the boy king, who was left in
less than splendid isolation at Stirling, with only a
skeleton royal household.
Events in 1578 would bring both James and the
Great Hall at Stirling centre stage in Scottish politics.
The printed Acts of the Parliament of Scotland records
three meetings. The first was a convention of estates
in March 1578 which deposed Morton as regent. It
gives details of a parliament four months later, in July
1578, which restored him, although complaints were
registered by his opponents about holding parliament
in a royal castle because, as such, it was not open to
all the king's lieges. And thirteen months later, in
August 1579, a convention is recorded as having met
again in the Hall. It had two main items on its agenda:

an attestation for the benefit of the young Earl of Mar
that the boy king, who was about to enter the wider
stage of politics, had been well-treated during his stay
in the castle; it also made preparations for a judicial
assault on the H amiltons which the next parliament,
already arranged to meet in Edinburgh, would deal
with. By the time that parliament met in October 1579,
the young James had left his Stirling schoolroom and
made his formal entry into his capital (Goodare and
Lynch 2000, 74-8) .
If all available sources are used to reconstruct this
period, between March 1578 and August 1579, which
has been little studied, it becomes evident that a
parliament or convention met not three but seven times
in Stirling Castle. A full list of those meetings, all held
in the Great Hall, is given in the Appendix to this
paper. During these seventeen months in 1578- 79, when
no meeting of parliament was held anywhere else,
Stirling was the virtual capital of Scotland. A significant
number of meetings of the privy council were also held
there. During this period, the castle became the cockpit
of a power struggle between Morton and his rivals, led
by the Earl of Atholl and the Earl of Argyll. And a
struggle it literally was.
Meetings of parliament or conventions of estates (the
only significant difference between the two being that
a parliament required 40 days' notice and a convention
only three weeks') had not been frequent during
Morton's regency and, invariably, until 1578 they had
been held in Edinburgh. On 8 March 1578, a convention
was held at Stirling. It was a meeting called and
controlled by Morton's enemies. The regent remained,
for his own safety, in Edinburgh. Four days later, a
second convention received Morton's formal resignation as regent. In a strict sense, the minority of King
James VI ended on that day in the Great Hall, when,
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according to a minute of the proceedings, the king
decided to accept the ' burding of the administration'
and replace his regent because of the 'apparent troubles
quhilk arrysis throw the misliking that mony hes of his
right traist cousin, James erll of Mortoun' (APS, iii,
II5). James, however, was only eleven years and eight
months old.
Mar passed over control of the castle a few weeks
later and in a convention held in the castle in June
1578 Morton was restored, by the narrow majority of
two votes. A counter-coup, in effect had taken place.
A month later, in a formal parliament, again held in
the castle, Morton's position was ratified (APS, iii, II5).
This time, his enemies stayed away, contenting themselves with sending a formal protest that parliament
should not be held in a royal castle and should be open
to all those entitled to attend. It was at this moment,
in the Great Hall, that James made his first formal
utterance. The source speaks eloquently for itself:
Upon Tuesday the 15th of]ulie, the parliament was
fenced, and sures called in the great hall of Stirline.
Upon the 16th day, the king was convoyed, after
dinner, about ellevin houres, in his rob royal! to the
hall. The Erie of Angus bare the crown, Lennox the
sceptre, and Marr the sword. Evereie man [was]
placed according to his degree.
When Lord Lindsay, one of the leaders of the coup
of the previous March, entered a formal protest, he
was told first by Morton and then by James himself
to be quiet and take his place:
After that, Morton rounded [whispered] in the king's
eare, the king said blushing, and somewhat stooting
[stumbling]: "Lest anie man sould judge this not
to be a free parliament, I declare it to be free;
and those that love me will thinke as I think".
(Calderwood, History iii. 413-14).
With the king enthroned, probably at the south end
of the Hall, the H onours of Scotland in place on a
table in front of him, and protected by an armed guard
provided by the burgh of Edinburgh, several commissioners of other burghs were held back at the bar of
the parliament as potential troublemakers. The king's
chaplain delivered a sermon based on the Book of
Joshua, and Morton harangued the parliament on the
reasons for calling it. Morton and his boy puppet were
in control (Goodare and Lynch 2000, 32).
How had this coup and counter-coup come about?
During this period, there was literally a struggle for
power going on, which regularly spilled over into actual

violence. On 17 March, just five days after Morton was
formally deposed, the chancellor, Lord Glamis, while
on his way from the castle to his lodgings in the town,
was shot in a brawl involving his followers and those
of the Earl of Crawford. Worse was to follow. The first
sign of a counter-coup by Morton came barely five
weeks later, when control of the castle was seized from
the Master of Mar by his own nephew, the young Earl
of Mar. On 27 April 1578, early in the morning, there
was a brawl at the gatehouse between the two sets of
kinsmen and their servants. Later in the same day, the
dispute flared up again, this time in the Great Hall,
with the terrified boy king looking on. In it, the master's
eldest son was killed along with a number of others. A
flavour of the occasion might be got from the fact that
the victim was about fifteen and his cousin, the earl,
was sixteen at the time. The earl and the master's sons
were all schoolmates of the young James, along with
other younger sons of both branches of the Erskine/Mar
family. Also involved in the fight was the Abbot of
Dryburgh, in fact another uncle of the earl, and his
illegitimate son, the Abbot of Cambuskenneth. (The
extended Erskine family had profited handsomely from
the secularisation of church lands after the Reformation.) This was literally a family at war with itself; the
prize was possession of the castle and the young king.
The earl's career as a juvenile delinquent continued
after 1578. H e was involved in both the Ruthven Raid
of 1582 and the abortive Stirling Raid of 1584, two
more attempts to stage a coup by seizing the person
of the king. Thereafter, Mar learned the benefits of
loyalty and his later career involved conspicuous
expenditure rather than conspicuous violence. By 1594,
he was close enough to the king to be entrusted with
custody of the infant Prince Henry, heir to the throne.
What of the boy king, not yet twelve years old?
According to a report from the English ambassador,
Robert Bowes, written the next day, James had during
the brawl been 'in great fear of the tumult, and tore
his hair, saying the Master [his guardian] is slain'. The
master, in fact, had not been killed but was severely
wounded. Bur his eldest son died the next day after
being crushed in the fracas, probably by the overturned
heavy table used at sittings of parliament. The young
king had had a disturbed night: 'in his sleep he is
therewith greatly disquieted' (CSP Scot, v 287-8). The
fanciful point has sometimes been made that James's
almost obsessive fear of violence was generated by the
memory, in infancy, of the murder of his father, Lord
Darnley, early in 1567. It is much more likely that it
was triggered by this murderous Erskine family quarrel
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in the Great Hall in 1578. When James, sitting on his
throne, stumbled over his first words in politics in the
parliament which restored Morton, he was literally in
the same place where he had seen his guardian wounded
and his classmate killed rwo months before.
Violence and the threat of civil war were not far
away, even after the parliament which restored Morton.
A month later, in August 1578, the forces of the rwo
sides, amounting to about 7000 men for Morton and
some 5000 against, confronted each other just outside
Stirling. Despite the very large numbers, there was only
an initial skirmish and a patch-up truce was arranged.
An uneasy peace followed. It was made even more
uneasy by the curious affair, in April 1579, of the 'black
dinner'. The Earl of Atholl, one of Morton's chief
enemies, attended a formal banquet in the Grea< Hall
at Stirling. Within days he was dead. Poisoning was
immediately suspected, and Monon was chief suspect.
At an inquest held before the privy council, a series of
doctors were quizzed on the results of a primitive
post-mortem they had carried our. Most of them agreed
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that the cause of death was p01son. One of them
disagreed and was forced to sample the contents of the
stomach. 'Having tasted a little of it with his tongue',
according to one source, he 'almost had died and was
after, so long as he lived, sickelie' (Calderwood, History,
iii, 442-3). There have been many black dinners in
Scottish history. Whether this one was caused by
poisoning or by the inherent dangers in the Scottish
diet, as Andrew Lang put it in his History of Scotland,
a surfeit of 'haggis, friar's partens, sheephead and
cockie-leekie', it is difficult to be certain (Lang, ii, 263).
Following these tempestuous seventeen months,
which had had the Great Hall as the epicentre of what
Bowes described as the 'swelling seas' of the political
crisis which enveloped Morton's regency, there can be
little doubt that, for James himself, his departure from
Stirling Castle, in October 1579, aged just thirteen,
came as a welcome escape. He spent much of the next
ten years hunting - he had denuded the forests around
Falkland of deer by 1588 - being feted and made the
centre of attention.

The baptism of 1594
The details of the baptism of Prince Henry, at Stirling
Castle, on 30 August 1594, a full six months after his
birth, are better known than any of the other set-piece
court ceremonies of the 16th century because of the
existence of a pageant book, by the poet William
Fowler, the central figure in court culture by the 1590s. 2
The banquet in the Great Hall has been described in
a brilliant piece by Sir James Fergusson, called 'A Ship
of State', recalling the enormous set-piece engine - a
ship in full sail measuring 18 feet in length and 40 feet
from its bottom to its topmost pinnacle, with more
than 40 of a crew including the classical gods Arion,
Triton and Neptune and six assorted goddesses (Ceres,
Fecundity, Faith, Concord, Liberality and Perseverance), and surrounded by an undisclosed number of
'syrenes' or mermaids, who brought in the third course
of the banquet. Less attention has been given to what
else happened over the course of the three days'
festivities, and the reason for the huge expenditure,
which eclipsed even the spending on the king's own
baptism. In 1566, Mary had raised a tax of £10,000,
the only tax of her reign. In 1594, James raised a tax
of £100,000. Even given price inflation, the difference
was phenomenal.
As before, the baptism was the signal for an extravagant three-day festival. It began with a tilting
tournament, with four sets of knights, each with their

own shields bearing an impresa - Amazons, Turks,
Moors (who failed to appear), and Knights of
Malta (who included the king himself). A second day's
tournament, which would have added exotic, fake animals to the proceedings, including a camel, elephant,
dragon and unicorn, had to be abandoned because the
workmen required to stage it were needed elsewhere,
almost certainly in the Great Hall.
In the final, formal banquet, which began at eight
in the evening of the third day, King James and Queen
Anna of Denmark sat the southern end of the Hall
berween the two great oriel windows at a table 'of three
parrs' - in other words, a top table with two side tables
at right-angles to it. One had the foreign ambassadors
of England, Brunswick and Mecklenburgh; the other,
on the queen's side, had the ambassadors of Denmark,
Holland and Zeeland. Down each side of the Hall was
a long (probably temporary trestle-style) table at which
the rest of the guests sat. A series of engines conveyed
the different courses between the tables the length of
the Hall. First, to a fanfare of trumpets and hautboys,
came a triumphal chariot, seemingly hauled along by
a blackamoor with six goddesses riding in it (the same
six who later appeared on the Ship of State). Here was
a standard symbol of imperial monarchy, a message
which would have been reinforced if the original plan,
to have it pulled in by a lion, the emblem of Scottish
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kings for over 400 years, had been put into action.
J ames in fact had three lions, the last of them being
a gift from the King of Denmark, who had seen the
baptism as a ready-made excuse to pass on a beast
which had been given to him by the King of Poland.
At the last moment, the pageant master had a failure
of nerve and, thinking the lion might frighten the
ladies of the court, substituted it. Next came the Ship
of State, resplendent in the colours of the Scottish royal
house, red and yellow, and complete with the armorials
of the crowns of Scotland and Denmark, representing
the heroic voyage which James had undertaken, hailed
as 'like a newe Jason' (True Reportarie, 193), to claim
his bride four years before (fig 2.1). Its entry into the
Hall, according to one account, was by ' hiddin and
unperceaved convoy' and its exit was no less dramatic:
amidst the sound of a round of cannonfire from the
ship and a pall of smoke, suddenly the ship was gone.
After hearing Psalm 128 sung in a seven-part harmony:
'Blest are thou that fearest God/And walkest in his waj,
the king, queen and guests retired to another, unspecified, hall for desserts while the Great Hall was
prepared for 'the Revels'. Though it is not known what

form the entertainment took, it went on until three
in the morning.
The dramatic, hugely expensive appearance of the
Ship of State, rich in classical iconography, has to a
great extent drawn attention away from the purpose
and the overall context of the baptismal celebrations.
Two threads held them together. In the 16th century,
a ship was a common metaphor, but for the church
rather than the state. There are numerous pictorial
images which survive from the Netherlands, which was
well-represented amongst the ambassadors at the baptism, of the 'Ship of the Kirk', as a stately, safe and
stable vessel, in full sail, with dissenters, Anabaptists
and other heretics consigned to the murky waters
around it. William Fowler's 'Ship of State' was an
outrageous plagiarism, accreting metaphors of power
and diviniry to the state rather than the church. It was
no longer church bells which rang out to celebrate
monarchy. It was cannonfire - literally- from the guns
mounted on the Ship of State. This theme of divine
kingship, however, had already been established before
the celebrations in the Great Hall.
In the Chapel Royal, specially rebuilt as a Protestant

2.1 17th-century stage set design for the ship of the Argonauts, showing the type of ship that may have been provided for the baptismal
celebrations of Prince Henry in 1594. (Musee de l'histoire de France, Hotel de Soubise, Paris)
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place of worship for the baptism, the king sat on his
throne on a raised dais. The font and pulpit were
placed in the centre. The text of the sermon, from
Genesis 21 and Psalm 21, on the dury of kings, both
emphasised the divinity of kingship. As Aonghus
Mckechnie has recently argued, the claims were far
more extravagant than that. The Chapel Royal, he has
demonstrated, was built to the same dimensions as
Solomon's Temple and the king sat in the section
called the holy of holies (Goodare and Lynch 2000,
163-5). Five years before he laid claim in print in his
Trew Law ofFree Monarchies to being a king by divine
right, the claim was being made for him in three
dimensions, in stone. James, as God's lieutenant on
earth, it was in effect claimed in the C hapel Royal,
was simultaneously King Solomon, the biblical King
David and the Christian Emperor Constantine. In the
Great Hall, the ship symbolised the growth of the state,
the central feature of James VI's reign by the 1590s
(Goodare and Lynch 2000, 1-21, 88-90).
The baptism of 1594 was unusual in having relatively
few political messages directed at James's own nobility.
That was because the real audience was the English
ambassador and his entourage. On this occasion, every
care was taken to make sure that the English visitors
understood the meaning of the symbolism and iconography. On the tourney field, the king had dressed up
as a Knight of Malta. The image was not understood
by ministers of the Scottish kirk, who thought it looked
papist. But, in fact, the image of the Knights of Malta,
as surrogate Protestant crusaders, a new St George to
fight off the Turks, had been a commonplace of English
tourneys on 17 November, the day of Elizabeth's accession to the throne, since the 1580s. It was, in effect,
an English tournament. The celebrations of 1594 as a
whole were a triumph of the Elizabethan succession,
copying English chivalric festivals. Their deviser, Fowler, had been in England in the early rs8os. Another
clue lies in the seating plan for the banquet in the
Great Hall. At it, 'betweixt everie noble man and gentil
man stranger was placed a ladie of honour or gentil
woman' (True Reportarie, 186). This was the court in
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the English style developed during Elizabeth's reign.
In Scotland, the king usually sat with his hard-drinking
household at separate tables from the queen and her
household. This was a baptism, English-style, overlaid
by a muscular Protestantism. The name chosen by
James for his heir, Henry Frederick, was significant in
itself, part of the series of compliments to Elizabeth
Tudor and her father Henry VIII.
The baptism of Prince H enry was the last great
set-piece staged in the Great Hall at Stirling. All of
James VI's four other children, including his eventual
successor, Charles, were baptised at the Palace of Holyroodhouse and in much more modest ceremonies.
The extravaganza of 1594 was also the last great set-piece
of the Stewart dynasty. It was the grandest and certainly
the most expensive example of what has been called
'government by photo-opportunity' (Goodare and
Lynch 2000, 4).
James VI had started life as a Catholic prince, Charles
James; his baptism was organised as a surrogate Frenchstyle demonstration of the power and the glory of the
Stewart line. His son Henry Frederick, was baptised
as befitted a future Protestant king of England. The
stage for these two ceremonies, the most elaborate
pieces of political theatre Scotland had probably ever
witnessed, was the centrepiece of Stirling Castle - its
Great Hall. It was, with the exception of a brief visit
paid by King James to Stirling in 1617, the last appearance of the Great Hall and perhaps also its finest
moment in the history of the Stewart dynasty.
The dramatic entry and exit of the Ship of State,
however, was not without its cost. At 8 feet in the beam
and with a plinth around it representing the seas making
it wider still, it could not have been quickly or easily
pushed in and out of the relatively narrow entrance
doorway in the north-west corner of the Hall. It seems
likely that a wider entry was hastily devised and patched
up afterwards. Its legacy was a serious structural weakness at that point in the west wall, which was fully
revealed and remedied only during the recent renovations to the Hall. 3 Pomp and circumstance has its price.
It was paid 400 years later by Historic Scotland.

Appendix: Meetings of parliaments and conventions of estates, 1578-79
8 March 1578 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
Deposes Morton as regent (APS, iii, us).
12 March 1578 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
Formal acceptance of Morton's resignation as regent
(Morton Reg, I, 100).

17 March 1578 M urder of Lord Glamis, chancellor
under Morton, shot in a brawl in a Stirling wynd with
the Earl of Crawford (CSP Scot, v, 283; Calderwood,
History, iii, 397).
27 April 1578 Murder of the son of the Master of Mar
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and others in an affray in the Great Hall of the castle
by his cousin, the young Earl of Mar, and his two
brothers. The earl takes over guardianship of the King
and castle from his uncle (CSP Scot, v, 287; RPC, iii,
688-90).
6 May 1578 Decision by the privy council not to set up
a formal household for the young king (RPC, iii, 694).
24 May 1578 Morton is admitted to the castle and
resumes effective control of both the king and the
castle.
12 June 1578 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
Vote by a narrow majority for the restoration ofMorton
(APS, iii, 120; CSP Scot, v, 296).
15 July 1578 Stirling Castle: parliament.
Morton's restoration formally confirmed by parliament.
Its meeting transferred from Edinburgh. Complaints
about holding a parliament in a castle (APS, iii, 94;
RPC, ii, 705; iii, 6-7; Moysie, Memoirs, 12; Calderwood,
History, iii, 413).
July 1578 Beginning of a series of minor appointments
to augment the king's household (RSS, vii, 1583, 1584;
J uhala 2000, 31, 301ff).
14 August 1578 Skirmish between the forces of Morton

and his rivals, amounting to 7000 and 5000 men,
over custody of the king. A patch-up truce arranged
(Calderwood, History, iii, 423-6; CSP Scot, v, 316, 318;
Historie of King ]ames the Sext, 172; RPC, iii, 22).
15 November 1578 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
The convention's approval of a tax provoked protests
that it was unrepresentative (APS, iii, 45; RPC, iii,
56-7).
12 March 1579 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
Settlement of separation of Lord and Lady Borthwick
(RPC, iii, 108).
24 April 1579 'Black dinner' . Death of the Earl of
Atholl after a banquet at Stirling Castle. Morton suspected of poisoning him.
7 August 1579 Stirling Castle: convention of estates.
Summonses against the Hamiltons. Attestation for the
Earl of Mar of tutelage of King James prior to his
departure (APS, iii, 187; RPC, iii, 198-201).
30 September 1579 Formal departure of King James
from Stirling Castle.
19-20 October 1579 Formal entry of James into his
capital of Edinburgh. Parliament in Edinburgh talbooth. Forfeiture of the Hamiltons.

Notes
I. Full sources for the 1566 baptism are given in Lynch 1990,

1-21.
2. Full sources for the 1594 baptism are cited in Goodare and

Lynch 2000, 88-90.
3. I am grateful to Mr Ingvall Maxwell, Principal Inspector, Historic Scotland, for rhis insight.
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THE MILITARISATION OF THE CASTLE
AND ITS GREAT HALL
Doreen Grove

Introduction
James VI's move southward on inheriting the English
throne from Elizabeth I in 1603 marked a turning
point in the use of Scottish royal castles. Along with
him went his court and his many creditors; the royal
castles no longer rang to the sound of banquets or
feasts. The only 'homecoming' that James managed
to fit into his heavy schedule was in 1617. His son,
Charles I, was even less tempted to return to his
native soil, especially after his visit of 1633. It was,
however, his headlong assault on the machinery of

both church and state in England and Scotland that
led to civil war in both countries and the beginnings
of modern militarisation of the royal castles, those of
Edinburgh and Stirling in particular. His execution
in 1649 split the two nations. The Scottish coronation
of his son, Charles II, resulted in the punitive strike
by the English parliamentary army in 1650, and the
damaging marks left on some of the buildings within
Stirling Castle by General Monk's siege in the following
year remain for all to see.

The establishment of guards and garrisons
soldiers, miners, a storekeeper, wheelwrights and gunsmiths, supplemented from time to time by companies
of guards. The appointment of John Slezer as chief
engineer to the Artillery Train in 1671 marked a major
change in the pace of military developments at the
royal castles. He brought together the disciplines of
architecture, engineering and gunnery, looking at each
of the establishments with a view to securing the best
use of the structures, the guns and the men (although
he is perhaps best remembered for the wealth of
architectural drawings he produced, including several
of Stirling Castle) (fig p). He held this extraordinary
personal appointment for 46 years, until his death in
the debtors' sanctuary at Holyrood. During that time
he oversaw the creation of an engineer's department,
consisting of a chief engineer, an engineer, and two
assistants. It was these men who took forward
Slezer's plans. In Stirling these consisted of providing
barrack accommodation, improving the defences, and
converting the Great Hall to store artillery.

T he creation of a well-ordered and disciplined army
under the Protectorate was, in its own way, a turning
point for the military establishment in the two countries. When, in 166o, Charles II was restored to the
English throne and resumed his authority in Scotland,
he inherited a small Scottish army with a bill for arrears
of pay well in excess of £3o,ooo. Despite this, and in
the face of considerable opposition from the Scottish
privy council, in 1661 he established a small standing
army, the council reluctantly accepting the need to
keep 'such forces both horse and foot as we consider
necessary to prevent a suddain invasion' (Tabraham
and Grove 1995, 21). The agreed establishment consisted
of two troops of horse, six companies of foot, and the
guards and garrisons of the royal castles of Stirling,
Edinburgh and Dumbarton, all under the command
of the Earl of Middleton.
The garrison at Stirling, as at the other royal castles,
consisted of a small number of permanent staff, a
captain or governor, supported by officers, gunners,

The light artillery train
Light Trayne of Artillery to Stand in readyness and
ordered in such a manner that it can be carried over

In 1714 Slezer wrote a report addressed to the Earl of
Mar, entitled 'Private Thoughts on the usefulness of a
23
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3.1 Stirling Castle, by John Slezer. (Theatrum Scatiae, London, 1693)

all Northern and Western Counties of Scotland wherever a body of Horse can march'. In that report he
said that a marching train was already lying in Stirling
Castle, because it was 'sent thither at the Revolution
from Edinburgh Castle', that is in 1689. He believed
that it should be put in readiness, 'in case any of the
old strong houses belonging to the Nobilitie and gentry
of the counties should at any time Rebel'. He went
on to say that:
the place or Castle where this trayne should be
lodged if my opinion was asked in the matter, having
first acquainted the Earl of Marr with my design I
would for several reasons propose the castle of Sterling for laying up the above mentioned trayne. The
magazine of Edinburgh Castle being already crowded
by the trayne of Artillery and other things that are
there. In so far that the magazine and the new shedd
will adrnitt of little more than now is in it. The
Castle of Sterling lays nearer the Highlands than
Edinburgh Castle does. It likewise is no more than
eighteen myles from Glasgow which place furnishes

the strongest and ablest draught horses in Scotland.
There is likewise in the Castle of Sterling a most
spacious hall one part whereof when fitted up for
that purpose will most conveniently contain this
little trayne and all that belongs to it (Public Record
Office, W044/693) .
These changes were put m hand and plans were
provided for adapting the Hall for storage, as can be
seen in the cross-section of the building drawn in 1719
by Thomas Moore (National Library of Scotland,
BO. Z21I8b) (fig 3-3).
The fear of disaffection in Scotland referred to by
Slezer marked all political and military decisions in
Scotland for the century after James VII and II fled
abroad in 1688. Each successive Jacobite rising had the
effect of kick-starting a wave of repair and rebuilding
at the royal castles and fortresses to ensure that 'the
like could never happen again'. At Stirling the effect
of the rising of 1708 was a flurry of activiry from the
engineer's office. This included proposals to improve
the defences of the castle (a plan that led to an unseemly
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3.2 Stirling Castle, a plan of 1709/10 for remodelling the buildings around the Inner Close. (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2/ 17,
reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland)
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dispute, between engineers Dury and O'Bryan, only
resolved when O'Bryan's superior officer, Talbot
Edwards, intervened) (National Library of Scotland,
BO. Z2!I6b and Z2h3a-c) and to provide dedicated
barrack accommodation. Captain Dury's modified
plans for the defences were built between 1711 and 1714,
and are best depicted on the plans of Thomas Moore
in 1719 (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2!I8d).
While not exactly state of the art artillery defences,
they provide an adequate solution to the protection of

the approach to the castle and included vaulted casemates that could be used as barracks. An unsigned plan
of 1709/ro (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2/17)
suggested the reuse of the buildings around the Inner
Close of the castle (fig 3.2). For the first time we see
a proposal to subdivide the Great Hall to provide
barrack accommodation and a chapel. This work was
clearly not carried our, since the Hall remained unoccupied until Captain Slezer installed the light artillery
train, just in the nick of time for the next rising.

A state of unreadiness
On 6 September 1715, the former governor of Stirling
Castle, the Earl of Mar, who had been dismissed from
his government appointment by George I, raised the
standard for the Old Pretender in the Braes of Mar.
His indecision as a general, however, proved disastrous
for his army and could be considered to be the major
factor that saved the government forces from an early
defeat.
The 1715 rising demonstrated one thing above all
else, that the size and readiness of the force in Scotland
was not adequate to deal with such insurrection. The
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Highlands were seen as the weak link, so a succession
of initiatives was embarked upon to strengthen control,
beginning with the construction of four small barracks
in strategic positions and followed by the creation of
a system of military roads. Little was done at Stirling,
though the drawings and plans completed in 1719 by
Thomas Moore show that all of the buildings around
the Inner Close were in at least partial military use
(fig 3-3). The Palace housed the governor's apartments
on the upper floor and barracks in the King's Guard
Hall, but most of the other rooms were either empty
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3.3 Stirling Castle, a sheet from Thomas Moore's survey of 1719, showing the Great Hall and King's Old Building.
(National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2/18b, reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland)
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or used for storage. The King's Old Buildings provided
accommodation for the major and the chaplain. It is,
however, likely that this picture changed during the
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construction of military roads, when the over-wintering
of troops in Edinburgh and Stirling Castles became
essential.

Barracks
This may be an appropriate point to ask why a castle
which had always served a military function throughout
its existence, and therefore must have had a garrison,
albeit small in number, should suddenly need to create
barrack accommodation. What provision was made for
the soldiers of David I, Robert I, or indeed James VI?
Official papers are remarkably silent on the subject.
While it is possible to add up the drinksilver to
generations of masons and gardeners in the royal
household or the expenditure on weapons or equipment
for the garrisons, there are few Treasury Accounts or
references in the Masters of Works' accounts that give
us any useful information about the accommodation
of guards or garrisons. One reason for this is that there
was no such thing as a standing army; soldiers were
raised for active service and then sent home. But, in
addition, until at least 166o the 'Captains and Keepers
of the Castells, having great fees and allowances for
keeping the same, ought to have no allowance for the
watchmen and soldiers' (Tabraham and Grove 1995,
26). So it is likely that in Stirling Castle accommodation
would have been found in the attics and vaults during
conflicts, when it was necessary to have considerable
force stationed within the castle. But for much of the
time, the watchmen served shifts and were only present
in the castle during their guard duties. This is certainly
true of Berwick, where several inventories of the rooms
in the medieval castle exist for the early-14th century,
but none lists lodgings for soldiers beyond the guardrooms. At Berwick we know that the town provided
billets for about 500 men, who formed the garrison
for the castle as well as the town defences.
The word 'barrack' or 'barraca' is probably Spanish
and means a hut made out of the materials easily to
hand. It came into regular use across mainland Europe
in the 15th century, as a result of the constant movement

of troops and supplies between Spain and the Spanish
Netherlands. The lines of supply were such that regular
stopping points or barraca were essential.
Purpose-built lodgings for soldiers in Scotland first
appear on the plans of the forts built in the Scottish
Lowlands in the 1540s during the war with England
known as the ' Rough Wooing', as at Laud er (Saunders
1989, 57-9). These must echo the accommodation
provided in the royal castles, then including Roxburgh
(itself adapted as a fort at this time) and Dunbar, as
well as Edinburgh and Stirling. By the 17th century it
is also worth remembering that disaffection was not
the sole preserve of the Scots, and regular rebellion in
Ireland saw the creation by the end of Queen Anne's
reign of 8o sets of barracks there, which must have
provided a good testing ground for the principles of
barrack construction.
Housing soldiers in barracks had both advantages
and disadvantages. Discipline was easier to impose if
the men were concentrated in one place. Close association also developed a strong esprit de corps, which
was particularly important in the regimental system.
In addition, barracks kept soldiers apart from civilians;
the mistrust of civilians by soldiers was only rivalled
by the intense suspicion of the army held by the
population at large. This last point is perhaps best
summed up in a comment of 1724 by a traveller to
Berwick, soon after the town barracks were constructed,
'... it would be a vast ease to the Inhabitants in most
great Towns if they had them every where, bur English
Liberty will never consent to what will seem a Nest
for a Standing Army' (Macky 1724). In Scotland that
mistrust of the army did not stop with the population
at large; the government shared the sentiment and their
solution was simple, to keep the army on the move,
since weary feet are a poor aid to rebellion.

The Stirling Great Hall as a barrack
Throughout the 18th century a small garrison of
gunners, often drawn from the Companies of Invalids
and regiments of road builders, was regularly supplemented by contingents from the marching
battalions. The army in Scotland usually numbered
one or two cavalry regiments, which served one or two

years before being moved on, and three or four marching regiments of foot. The rotation of marching
regiments though erratic was constant. At times of
crisis at home the numbers of regiments would increase
and, not surprisingly, this reached a peak in the decade
after the 1745 rising, when seven regiments marched
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around Scotland. This was coincidentally the only
period when these rotational movements were regulated, as a result of the fine military mind of the Duke
of Cumberland, who, despite his unpopulariry in Scotland, was an exceedingly good military strategist and
army administrator.
The 1745 rising had little more direct effect on Stirling
Castle than had that of 1715. Indeed, it is perhaps now
time to move on from the absorption with Scotland's
internal troubles. After the Act of Union of 1707 the
Scottish army had been subsumed within the British
army and fought in theatres of war across the expanding
Empire. Scotland regularly supplied about 12% of the
regular army establishment, despite only having around
5% of the population. Recruitment was a constant

problem throughout the 18th century, since the British
army was never able to find sufficient recruits to keep
the regimental establishment up to strength, and many
regiments found themselves with as many as 50% of
their men being raw recruits. The normal methods
of recruiting, beating up, short-term enlistment and, in
emergencies, pressing men into service were all used on
a regular basis (Houlding 1981, n8) (fig 3.4). These
produced untrained men who were shipped out to their
regiments, but were of little use since the foreign-service
regiments needed trained men. Many regiments employed the device of creating additional companies
which remained in Britain to serve as recruiting and
training depots for their parent regiments overseas.
These companies were often brought together at a

·{ An? w/tAI

3.4 A 'Recruiting Party' by
George Cruikshank, 1797.
(National War Museum of
Scotland, reproduced by
permission of the Trustees of
the National Museums of
Scotland)
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central point for training. Training depots were established at Chatham to serve the regiments in England,
at Charles Fort at Kinsale for those in Ireland, and in
Stirling Castle for those in Scotland (Houlding 1981,
n9). T here they received basic training and instruction
in advanced drill, and at Stirling there was drilling in
the passages of the Palace on wet days. This new role
for Stirling is underlined by an examination of some
of the surviving muster rolls for the castle, from which
we learn that in 1778 one company from the 52nd
Regiment was present for recruiting, while in 1785 the
63rd Regiment was present, and in 1789 the 44th
Regiment.
This role was increased towards the end of the
century, when the conflicts with North America and
France degenerated in 1793 into full-scale war with a
consequent chronic shortage of men. T he raising of
regiments on an unprecedented scale was immediately
put in hand. T he home accommodation for these
troops was woefully inadequate for existing needs, let
alone the rapid growth of the army from 40,000 to
225,000 between 1789 and 1814. The threat of invasion
encouraged tens of thousands of men to volunteer;

••

indeed, in 1805 it was reported that 810,000 men were
serving in the United Kingdom (Douet 1998, 67) .
The total number of bed spaces in Scotland in 1793
was 7261, and with 798 of them in Stirling Castle it
is clear that every available space in the Palace was by
then being utilised. It may have been at this point that
galleries were inserted into the Palace barracks, which
must have looked much like those inserted into the
Great Hall in Edinburgh Castle in the qth century
(National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2!Id) (fig 3.5).
Among the many regiments to pass through the castle
in 1794 was the Duke of Argyll's Highland Regiment,
one part of the future Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, mustered in Stirling by Campbell of Lochnell.
The shortage of barrack space was identified across
the United Kingdom and a new department of the
War Office was established to meet the need. In June
1793, Colonel Oliver DeLancy was appointed the first
Barrack Master General. A master of creative accounting and a man of action, he set about one of the largest
building programmes ever undertaken in the United
Kingdom. His architects, James Johnston and John
Saunders, the latter a pupil of Sir John Soane, created
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3.5 Edinburgh Castle, a sheet from Thomas Moore's survey of 1719, showing the subd ivided Great Hall. (National Library of Scotland,
BO. Z2/1d, reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland)
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new barracks in brick, timber and stone, where possible
adapting appropriate buildings to save time and money.
The adaptation of Stirling Great Hall was part of this
massive national campaign. An original drawing for
the alterations exists in Historic Scotland's archives,
which shows the division of the Hall into three floors
of accommodation above the basement (fig 3.6). The
drawing is annotated in pencil, with the double beds
drawn in position and with indications of the number
of men to be accommodated, although the numbers
proposed do not equate to the number of beds, meaning
that some fortunate soldiers must have had a bed to
themselves. The proposal created up to 250 bed spaces
in twelve barrack rooms. This required the insertion
of two stairs running the height of the building above
the basement, which, together with cross-walls divided
each floor into four large barrack rooms. The work
required the removal or masking of many architectural
details. Perhaps the most damaging alterations were
the insertion of windows and the replacement of the
great hammer-beam roof. It appears that at least the
two central rooms on the ground floor were to be used
as mess-rooms, while the basement housed a kitchen,
coal store and stables. The identity of the architect is
not certain, since the pencil annotations are now very
faint, but it is likely to have been John Saunders. This
campaign of building also saw the creation of barracks
in Glasgow and the rather severe barrack block in
Edinburgh Castle.
It is worth noting that soldiers did not like these
barracks any more than most modern architectural
historians. Private Archibald Mclntosh recorded his
thoughts on the subject in 1858, 'I did not like soldiering
at Stirling, there is no sport here. The barracks here
are very small and each room has twO flats, the upper
one being reached through a ladder which goes through
a trap door cut in the floor.' (BWRM 421(2591(1)-).
Yet more damning was an Interim Report on the
Barracks and Hospitals in the North District in 1859,
which found that the barracks in Stirling Castle were
'the worst barracks we have seen anywhere' (WO 33/8,
111, 26). Another letter from a soldier provides a more
detailed view of the barracks:
The old Parliament House has been cut up by
staircases, floors and partitions so as to make three

flats of tolerably good rooms ranging from nft 9in
to 14ft high in the upper rooms which are carried
into the roof. There is a considerable amount of
window space on opposite sides, apparently on
account of the large size of the old windows. All
the rooms except two have stoves instead of fireplaces. There are Sergeants rooms partitioned off
from the landings on the two upper floors. The
Sergeants mess is on the ground floor. It has no
mess kitchen. The barrack in the palace is of inferior
character. The old halls of the building have been
crowded with men not only on the floors but on
the galleries carried round the walls exhibiting on
of the worst barrack arrangements in the three kingdoms. (WO 33/8, m, 24, published in Henderson
1989, r68)
Although it was written in the year in which the castle
received piped water and mains gas, the report of 1859
concludes that, 'Stirling Castle offers an example of
the inconvenience arising from an attempt to put
buildings to a purpose for which they were never
intended'. Perceptive comment possibly, but we should
perhaps ask what the fate of the Hall would have been
if the army had not found a use for it.
One further observation from the Royal Engineers
in North Britain, on the matter of alterations in the
Palace in 1847, is worth quoting for the evidence it
provides for the extent of the military modifications:
In respect to the suggestion of separating a room
and closet from the other rooms and restoring them
as far as possible to their former state, for the purpose
of their being exhibited to strangers . . . I have to
observe that I have the following objections. That
it will entail lasting inconvenience on the Officers
occupying as giving every tourist (and in summer
they may be reckoned by hundreds) the right of
admission . .. That the room in question is a common wainscoted apartment containing nothing of
Antiquarian fitment, except on the ceiling of a recess
on which is some oak carved work radiating from
a centre:- Both rooms are modern even in their
mantelpieces. Thus as regards the interior there is
nothing of historical interest left to preserve. (Public
Record Office, W044/565)

Fixtures and fittings
The original plans for the barracks in the Hall clearly
show double beds, which, no doubt, followed the

pattern drawn in 1715 by Col Christian Lilly (British
Library, King's MS 45) and which remained standard
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3.6 Stirling Castle,
drawing (thought to be
by John Saunders)
showing the
subdivision of the
Great Hall to form
barrack rooms.
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3.7 'Under Orders', by Robert Gemmel Hutchison, 1822, depicting men of the 1st Battalion The Black Watch (Royal Highlanders) saying
farewell to their families in a barrack room in Edinburgh Castle before departing for service in Egypt. (National War Museum of Scotland,
reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland)

issue until 1824, when single fold-up metal bedsteads
replaced them. Behind each bed were pegs and a shelf
for kit, and alongside was a weapon rack. Once single
bedsteads had been introduced, the number of soldiers
able to be accommodated at Stirling dropped, and by
1830 there were only 560 bed spaces in the castle.
From early in the 18th century the administration
of the barracks was undertaken by a Barrack Master
and a Barrack Sergeant. Although paid for by the Board
of Ordnance, these men were civilians, but were given
army rank to assist them to discharge their duty. This
administrative role was removed from the Board of
Ordnance to the Barrack Office in 1793. The Barrack
Master was responsible for the supply of coal and
candles to the troops as well as for ensuring that the
furniture and fitments were complete. He also had to
collect the often considerable charges for barrack damages, which was not helped by the cheap supply of
beer and ale in the sutlery (fig 3.7).
By the early-19th century the army had utilised every

inch of both the castle and Argyll's Lodging. Recruitment continued to be the major function of the depot
at Stirling. This was formally recognised in 1872 when
the Brigade Depot system was introduced and the 72nd
and 91st Regiments (later the Seaforth and Argyll Regiments) were given the recruiting sub-district centred
on Stirling. This was replaced in 1881 when a major
reorganisation saw the abandonment of regimental
numbers, the renaming of the kilted regiments, and the
amalgamation of some of the regiments, all of which
became linked to a territorial area. From this point
until 1964, the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders had
Stirling Castle as their home depot, using it mainly for
training and recruitment (fig 3.8). Although all of the
wooden beds and galleries had long been replaced with
single beds and the shelves and pegs with tin cupboards,
the barracks remained structurally largely unchanged
from their condition in the 1790s until the time when
the decision was taken to raise the phoenix of the Great
Hall from the ashes of the barracks (fig 3.9).
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3.8 Stirling Castle, the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders on parade in front of the Great Hall. (From a recruiting brochure in the collections
of the Museum of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders)

3.9 Stirling Castle, a barrack room in the Great Hall, looking across to the upper part of the bay window on the east side of the dais.
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THE DECISION TO RESTORE THE HALL
lain Maclvor

The conversion of the Hall into army accommodation
in the late 1790s gave it a use which was to continue
until 1964. During this long period the Hall, with
the other major buildings in the castle, came to be
increasingly appreciated as a great ensemble of Scottish
architecture. Before the alterations were made, visitors
had been impressed by the Hall, though they mostly
noted its sheer scale. Thomas Pennant in 1773 gave a
nicely terse description: 'The parlernent-house is a vast
room, a hundred and twenty feet long, with a timbered
roof' (Pennant 1776, 258).
In the 19th century, expressions of regret began to
appear about the conversion. Volume 8 of The New
Statistical Account of Scotland (1845) had as its Stirling
contributor the Reverent George Cupples, who noted
'a fine hall . . . which was a noble and magnificent
fabric, but which is now occupied by mess-rooms and
other accommodation for the garrison, and although
in good preservation, is much deteriorated, both in its
external and internal appearance' (New Statistical Account, vol 8, 404). In the same year came the first
attempt to reinstate the ancient function of one of
Stirling Castle's buildings, though not its ancient form.
Part of the Chapel Royal was 'restored to its sacred
purpose as a chapel for the staff and garrison' (I quote
George Cupples again). The remainder of the building
continued as the armoury. The change did not last,
and by 1911 the recreated chapel was back to use as,
inter alia, soldiers' mess-room and school-room. I
mention the episode as a little straw in the wind.
The first restoration drawing of the ancient appearance of the Great Hall was given by R W Billings in
his Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland
in the 1840s (Billings 1845-52, vol 4) (fig 4.1). Then it
was celebrated by MacGibbon and Ross in their first
volume of The Castellated and Domestic Architecture of
Scotland, published in 1887 (MacGibbon and Ross 1887,
467-71) (fig 4.2). They gave not only a restored view
of the Hall, but also other illustrations showing original
detail, accompanied by a text with restrained criticism
of the 1790s works, using words like 'suffered' and
'unfortunately'.

One might note here that the Great Hall of Edinburgh Castle, one-time barracks and later military
hospital, had been relinquished by the army to be
restored in 1887 in an early Private Finance Initiative,
so to speak, with funds provided by the publisher
Williarn Nelson. The first proposal physically to restore
the Stirling Hall was made in 1893, although it came
to nothing because of the military occupation.
Practical appreciation of the architectural-history importance of the two great royal castles of Scotland,
Edinburgh and Stirling, having emerged in the later
part of the 19th century, continued with emphasis into
the 20th. The care of some parts of Edinburgh Castle,
notably St Margaret's Chapel, was transferred from the
War Office to the Office of Works as early as 1877,
and in 1905 the care of the whole was transferred. In
the next year, Stirling Castle was similarly re-assigned
following a complaint by no less a person than King
Edward VII that the castle was being 'irrevocably darnaged' by the military (National Archives of Scotland,
file MW!I/909, letter of 29 September 1906). Both
castles, however, continued in full use by the army, so
there was only very limited opportunity for any initiatives. One might note here that the Office of Works
was digesting a steady flow of monuments coming into
its care by virtue of the first Ancient Monuments Act
of 1882: at first largely archaeological sites, but also more
and more works of architecture, mostly ruined.
The general policy of the Office of Works towards
its heritage holdings was bluntly put in the report of
the first Inspector of Ancient Monuments, Charles
Peers, in 1913:
The work carried out upon the ancient buildings in
charge of the Board of Works is to be that of
preservation only . . . restoration as commonly
understood (viz. the insertion of new work into the
old) will only be permitted ... in those cases where
the safety of the building absolutely demands
such treatment ... No attempt should be made to
give [such new work] the appearance of other than
modern origin. (Inspector's Report 1913, 103)
34
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4.1 Stirling Castle, a mid-19th century view of the Palace and Great Hall from the Outer Close, in which the Hall is depicted in a partly
restored state. (R W Billings, The baronial and ecclesiastical antiquities of Scotland, London, 1845- 52)

4.2 Stirling Castle, a late 19th-century view indicating how it was thought the Great Hall wou ld have appeared when first built. (D MacGibbon
and T Ross, The castellated and domestic architecture of Scotland, vol 1, Ed inburgh, 1887)
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These cautionary words were written for the guidance
of the tradesmen at the sharp end of ancient monuments preservation, and the passage ends emphatically
with a warning that any breach of the principle of
non-restoration would result in the instant dismissal
of the offending party. But, though written with a
specific target readership in view, the passage reflects
the settled general policy of the Office of Works. It
sprang from a widespread reaction against the imaginative restorations of the 19th century, a reaction not
confined to Britain. In the same year as Charles Peers
expressed himself as just quoted, 1913, the first volume
of that great work of imaginative French literature
Marcel Proust's A la Recherche du Temps Perdu was
published. In it the narrator likens one of his fantasies
to the approach of 'those architects, pupils of Violletle-Duc, who, fancying that they can detect, beneath a
Renaissance rood-loft and an r8th century altar, traces
of an [ancient] choir, restore the whole church to the
state in which it might have been in the nth century'.
We are, I hope, able to look at such restorations in
perspective, seeing on the one hand the brilliant architectural qualities of the best of them, while seeing
on the other hand that a lot of structural evidence for
the former state of important buildings was lost in the
bygoing. And, of course, the policy I have quoted from
Charles Peers was focused on disused and mostly ruined
buildings. It was not formulated to cover buildings in
active and evolving use, like those used by the army
in Stirling Castle. Nevertheless, it is a policy which
forms part of the background to what was to happen
at the Great Hall.
The buildings in Stirling Castle were used intensively
during the 1914- 18 War. After the Armistice there was
naturally less pressure on them, and in 1935 there were
proposals and drawings by the Office of Works for a
Chapel Royal restoration (National Archives of Scotland, file MW/r/98, and drawings in the collection of
Historic Scotland). This shows that at that date a
doctrinaire hard line on restoration was not being taken
by the Ancient Monuments organisation, or at least
by its branch in Scotland. Ideas may have been floating
around at this time for the Great Hall too, but, if such
ideas were put on paper, I have been unable to find
them. Anything of the kind was in any case interrupted
by the threat of a second major war in the late 1930s.
The Scottish dead of the World War of 1914-18, the
war to end war, had been commemorated in Edinburgh
Castle with the imposing Memorial transformed by Sir
Robert Lorimer from an r8th-century barrack block.
After 1945, thoughts emerged for a memorial to the

dead of the Second World War. Initially, a different
site was felt by a number of people to be appropriate,
and to them Stirling Castle was the most attractive
choice. A Scottish War Memorial Advisory Committee
was set up, one member of which was James Richardsan, the Inspector of Ancient Monuments for Scotland.
It came to their view that Stirling Castle's Parliament
Hall was the best choice for the memorial, and that
whenever it might be that the Hall were vacated by
the army, the Hall should be 'restored', removing its
intrusive floors, partitions and stairs. A model of the
restored Hall was made by Richardson, a model which
has unfortunately been lost. Although in the event the
memorial was not to be established, the notion of
restoring the Hall was to take root.
Outside the Memorial Advisory Committee there
were sharply different thoughts on the whole idea of
having a second and separate war memorial, and the
Committee was eventually to be dissolved on 15 June
1949. One of its last acts was to approach the Scottish
Office and the Scottish branch of the Ministry ofWorks
(the Office of Works had been raised to the rank of a
Ministry in 1942). The members of the Committee
wanted to promote the idea of restoring the Hall
anyway, whether as war memorial or not. The approach
rather alarmed the Under Secretary of the Ministry of
Works in Edinburgh, Winston Wastie, who, on 16 June
1949, wrote to his counterpart in the Scottish Office:
The Ministry is not in a position either to prepare
plans or to be associated with the proposal as we
understand it. So far as ancient monuments are
concerned, the Ministry's function is to preserve and
not reconstruct them, and there are no funds available for the purpose the Committee has in view.
(National Archives of Scotland, file DDh7/4099)
It is a classic canny statement from a senior civil servant
ever cautious about money.
A fortnight later the matter came before parliament.
Colonel James Hutchison MP tabled a question for
oral answer on Tuesday 28 June 1949, to ask the
Secretary of State for Scotland what steps he proposed
to take for the restoration or protection of the Hall of
Parliament, Stirling Castle. Bearing in mind who was
responsible for what at the castle, the reply drafted for
the Secretary of State - who had no financial responsibility for the place - is intriguing: 'My Department
has always had in mind as a long-term policy the
desirability of restoring the historic buildings in Stirling
Castle.' The Background Note for the Secretary of
State is no less intriguing:
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The Scottish War Memorials Advisory Committee
was dissolved at a meeting on 15th June, and a new
committee, consisting of Sir Frank Mears, James
Richardson and Mr J W Harris was appointed to
further the restoration of the Hall of Parliament as
an object desirable in itself and unconnected with
any idea of a War Memorial. (National Archives of
Scotland, file DDh7/4099)
The Background Note leaves a number of questions
unanswered. The Secretary of State seems to be taking
it upon himself to agree to restoration, seemingly without the approval of the Ministry of Works (Winston
Wastie's letter just quoted). At that time the latter held
the budget for operations at the castle and the critical
question of who would meet the cost is not mentioned
in the Background Note. There may have been discussions and accords between civil service mandarins
and/or ministers not noted on the files to hand. There
may have been some outside pressure, for which MP
Colonel Hutchison was a mouthpiece. Whatever was the
case, the episode of the Parliamentary Question marks
a critical point in our story. From now on, the future
restoration of the Great Hall was on the government
agenda, maybe precariously but there all the same.
Not that there was any immediate likelihood of
action, for East-West tensions in Europe - the Cold
War which from time to time looked like breaking
out into a hot one - continued as an uncomfortable
background. So a reduction in the army presence at
the castle was not a possibility, as it had been at the
end ofWorld War 11 when the Scottish War Memorial
Advisory Committee was set up. In 1951, the Ministry
of Works file on the Great Hall was put aside. What
emerges, however, is that when military occupation of
the Hall had come to an end, some degree of restoration
might be undertaken by the Ministry, and tentative
plans for steps towards this were being made during
the following years, amounting in the event to more
than a decade. It was during this period that I first
visited Stirling Castle as a very junior Assistant Inspector of Ancient Monuments and looked at the Hall.
On 31 March 1964 - the end of the financial year
- the army occupation at Edinburgh Castle was reduced
to largely ceremonial functions, and the army withdrew
altogether from Stirling Castle. Very soon afterwards,
the Ministry's works squad at Stirling began to remove
sections of partitions from the Great Hall belonging
to the barracks conversion of the 1790s. The operation
was carefully supervised to make sure that all surviving
evidence for the earlier state of the building was picked
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up and meticulously recorded. A fundamental concept
was that no part of any restoration was to be imposed
from some preliminary master plan. What was to
happen was to be, as far as possible, dictated by the
evidence - the 'archaeological' evidence so to speak given by the structure itself.
The roof of the Great Hall presented a special
question mark. The whole timber structure of the
original hammer-beam design had been removed during the works of the 1790s in order to accommodate
an attic storey under a very simple functional roof.
Some of the stone corbels which had supported the
original, however, were left, and the position of most
of the others was apparent, so the spacing of the frames
was still clear. Thus an approximation to the main
forms of the original might be reestablished with
sufficient confidence, though its possible detail and
ornament might not. The general form of the frames
was given in one of the 1719 Board of Ordnance
drawings, which showed a design similar to that of the
surviving roof of Edinburgh Castle (National Library
of Scotland, BO. Z21IB) (fig 4.3). There is, to our

4.3 Stirling Castle, a detail of one of the sheets from Thomas
Moore's survey of 1719, showing the roof of the Great Hall in
cross-section. (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2 / 18b,
reproduced by permission of the Trustees of
the National Library of Scotland)
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knowledge, no documentation on the early thinking
of the War Memorial Advisory Committee on the
renewal of the roof structure, but it was probably taken
to the point of recognising that at least an indicative
restoration would be feasible.
There had been no special vote of funds for a
Great Hall project - it was just a question of making
economies elsewhere in the budget. The inserted partitions, floors, and stairs were carefully and systematically
removed in 1964, while the first reinstatements to
ensure stability were made in 1965. The philosophical
question of the propriety of some measure of restoration was not really addressed. It was taken for granted
that, if there were good evidence for an earlier state,
the evidence should be pursued in stone and lime; for
the Great Hall was seen as a very special case. The
barrack alterations had subverted one of the finest
buildings in Scotland. The purpose of the alterations
no longer existed. What argument, other than what
was seen as a very pedantic one, was there for retaining
them?
The restoration of the Great Hall at Stirling Castle
certainly sits rather awkwardly alongside the stern

principles of non-restoration which I quoted earlier
from Inspector Sir Charles Peers. Yet in the circumstances of the Great Hall the most appropriate answer
was not necessarily to follow the traditional Ancient
Monuments 'party line'. Since quite a long way back
into the 19th century there had been misgivings about
the barracks conversion of the Hall; but, because of
the continuing military use of the castle, there was
no avenue to express these misgivings in practical
terms until the ending of the Second World War
presented an opportunity. At the same time, all the
reservations about restoration had to be borne in mind.
Each step had to be backed up by evidence observed
and recorded from the structure itself, and there was
to be no overall detailed restoration scheme in advance
of such evidence, however much time and effort it
might take to recover it.
The title of this chapter 'The decision to restore the
Great Hall' is a simplification. The restoration of the
Hall to the elegant state in which we see it today was
not determined tout d'un coup. The whole emerged
from a process of continuing evaluation, rather than
from a single, isolated decision.

5
THE FIRST STAGES OF THE RESTORATION

1964-84

Ingval Maxwell

Background
Ministry of Public Building and Works (MPBW).
In the event, this meagre approach proved to be the
correct one. It determined the speed at which work
could progress and this, fortuitously, matched the
rate of progress dictated by the Hall itself (figs p
and p).

Following the decision to restore the Great Hall at
Stirling Castle in 1964, no special funds were allocated
to the project. The entire work was started on the basis
that it was a priority project, which required a first
call to be made on existing baseline allocation of funds
to the Ancient Monuments Branch of the, then,

Demolition of the barrack partitions
partitions themselves. In addition, wall-head beam filling to the underside of the roof was removed, and the
bearing ends of the timbers were inspected to establish
whether or not they were defective. It emerged that
several timbers required additional support to prevent
the roof from sagging.
By the end of August 1964, work had started on the
demolition of the third partition from the south end
(figs 5·3 and 5.4). This uncovered 31 pieces of moulded
stone, one lead ornament, and a small stone slate.
During this down-taking, it was found that the related
wooden principal roof truss tie had been cut in half
and was partly supported by the breastwork of the
partition chimney vent. As a result, joiners had to clip
the two bearing ends of the tie beam together using 9
inch by 3 inch timbers. These were bolted through the
timber tie and the wall-head bearing points were secured through the addition of metal brackets. At this
stage it also became apparent that a medieval hammerbeam corbel had been incorporated into the third
partition as tusking. Furthermore, a series of wooden
beams, at regular intervals, appeared to be cut off flush
with the plaster at wall-head level but still lay alongside
the alignment of the principal 18th-century trusses. At
the time, it was thought this might indicate that a
second roof had been constructed between the erection
of the hammer-beam roof and the late-18th-century
building. These large section timbers were therefore
left in place for further investigation and analysis.
By September 1964, the second partition from the
south gable had been almost totally removed and work

The first phase of the restoration work on the Great
Hall began once the castle had been relinquished from
military occupation in June 1964, and it involved the
removal of three roofline chimney heads. The surmounting lightning conductors, out of necessity, had
also to be repositioned on the south and north gables
to ensure continuing protection of the building over
the restoration period. After careful inspection of internal plasterwork, a decision was taken to remove the
ceilings of the various barrack rooms, but to leave in
place the plaster on the main walls, as a protective
layer, unless the architect specified otherwise.
In July 1964, work started on the demolition of the
five late-18th-century partition walls. The apex of the
first partition to be removed was built of old clay bricks
with masomy construction below the upper barrack
floor ceiling level. The stone used here varied from
whinstone to sandstone. Again, it was agreed during
the process that, as a matter of principle, all stones
removed from the down-taken walls should be carefully
examined to establish whether any fragments of original
medieval masonry had been used in the barrack adaptations. Such stones were to be kept in a safe place
and a note taken of where and when they were found.
Down-taking work on the second partition from the
south gable was started in late July 1964. This was
taken down to first-floor level by the following August.
Before work started on the third partition from the
south end it was recognised that the late-18th-century
roof structure required temporary strengthening, as a
number of the principal couples bore directly on the
39
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5.1 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the west elevation before restoration. The refenestration of the 1790s is clearly evident.
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5.2 Stirling Castle Great Hall, west elevation and part plan by J Gillespie, showing the positions of the five internal barrack partitions.
The windows, dormers and roof profile indicate the extent of alterations accompanying the insertion of the cross walls and floors.
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5.3 Stirling Castle Great Hall, internal view looking south in 1965, following the removal of the upper level barrack-period ceiling, the second
floor and the upper parts of the partition walls.

on down-taking the fourth partition started. During
this phase eleven pieces of carved stone were found,
cleaned, and stored. At this time, advice was called
from the MPBW structural engineers on the most
appropriate action to support the original walls, which
had been weakened by the removal of the buttressing
partitions, and the associated re-exposed mutilated medieval detailing.
The amount of disturbance that had taken place
during the down-raking works up to this point necessitated a major clean-up of the site, which took place
in November 1964. Work resumed on dismantling the
upper floor level of the fifth partition in December
and, once more, another original medieval hammerbeam corbel was found to have been put to use as a
tusk tying in with the partition wall. In addition,
27 pieces of moulded stonework, a mason's chiselmarked stone, and several pieces of bone were found.
It was known that the first- and second-floor levels
of the barracks had been refloored with good quality
maple in August 1933. As part of the down-taking, this
was carefully lifted and subsequently reused to floor
out the Chapel Royal in a programme of associated
works carried out during the early part of 1965.

In February 1965, down-taking of the Hall's remaining partitions continued, leaving the original outer walls
in a dangerous state. As a result, work was stopped
and advice from the MPBWs structural engineers was
sought once more. This led to a decision to reinforce
the breached wall, on the west side of the south-most
partition, with rolled steel joists and engineering brick
set within the wall core. This had to be designed to
allow a new external and internal masonry skin to be
added eventually.
By May 1965, the internal demolition work had
progressed so far that it was possible to carry out
preliminary investigations of the original floor level of
the Hall. The south end dais was found to have been
originally set at a higher level than the principal floor
level. This, fortunately, had been taken into account
during the barrack remodelling and the higher level of
the dais had been extended throughout the building.
The entire principal floor level of the Hall, therefore,
had been almost totally preserved as a result of the loose
in-filled material that was laid to make up the height
difference between the main level and the higher dais
level. This allowed a complete understanding of the
functional plan of the original hall layout to be achieved.
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5.4 Stirling Castle Great Hall, internal view looking south, following the removal of the first floor and most of the partition walls, after which
the full volume of the Hall became evident. Raking sections of the south-most partition had been temporarily left in place to buttress the
weakened north returns of the east and west bays.

Initial strengthening works
Strengthening of the external medieval masonry walls
continued throughout the second half of I965. The
barrack adaptation had cut a number of windows
through what was the original solid rubble masonry
wall below the clearstorey level. Reinstatement and
re-strengthening work therefore called for the building
of engineering brick wall cores in the window and door
openings at this level, and the facing up of external
and internal skins with matching rubble stonework
It was known that the west wall of the Hall had
significantly buckled out of its original straight alignment before its conversion into a barrack Attempts
had been made during the I790S military adaptation
to square this up by dressing some of the overhanging
stonework back from the distorted late medieval face.
The intention had been to ensure that the two faces
of the barrack-period windows, built vertically from
the springing point of the medieval window sills,
aligned to a more acceptable plane. This was a considerable physical, and perhaps foolhardy, task and

evidence remains to illustrate that it was abandoned
midway through the process.
The wall distortion was to be a major concern during
the down-taking of the internal barrack partition walls
and, as a result, some additional temporary structural
support was required. In January 1966, the following
official file report by technical staff noted that:
Masons continue to build face-work at fireplace west
wall and carry on as instructed by Mr Boa! [MPBW
Castle Architect]. The SGB Scaffolding people arrived on the twentieth and gave instructions on
attendant services they would require regarding flying
shore etc. A section of number 4 intermediate partition had to be taken down to allow them to
cross-brace their work and a pad-stone of concrete
(9 tons) was poured inside on the top square over
the twenty thousand gallon water storage tank, also
several holes had to be cut in walls, floors to be
lifted etc. The water storage tank was emptied and
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inspected before concrete was put down in top
square. (The inside of the tank has to be reinforced).
The partition was removed on the twenty-fourth as
was brick-arch; SGB Engineers experienced no holdups. Joiners are now shoring west bay windows and
are in attendance to engineers and masons. The
labourers are keeping site tidy.
Such a report, typical of the time, illustrates the variety
of issues that had to be taken into account during
this difficult and dangerous phase of down-taking the

5.5 Stirling Castle Great
Hall, showing temporary
external bracing. The
removal of the internal
barrack partitions had
further threatened the
stability of the
already·weakened west
wall, and a raking scaffold
was constructed to brace
the wall at its mid·point. A
temporary timber dead
shore was also erected to
allow restoration work to
be carried out on the
south pair of west
windows. Both of these
temporary supports had to
be supported by
additional shoring in the
vo ids below the Inner
Close.
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internal partitions and floors of the barracks. Fragmentary partitions had to remain in place to act as
temporary buttresses until such times as substitute
temporary timber and steel shoring could be positioned.
There was also the recognition, during the process,
that only a limited amount of down-taking in the
vicinity of original medieval masonry could be carried
out without risking the collapse of the building itself.
Lateral thinking and a multi-disciplinary approach were
therefore essential thro ughout this and subsequent
stages of the down-taking (figs 5·5 and 5.6).
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5.6 Stirling Castle Great Hall, showing temporary internal bracing. The external raking scaffold shore had to be braced internally by a box
shore, partly carried on an internal scaffold tower, before the remaining parts of the masonry partitions were removed. The timber dead shore
on the south pair of west windows also required internal support, all of which called for additional support within the Hall basement vaults.

Initial assessment of the historic evidence
Survey drawings of I899, together with Geoffrey Hay's
superb reconstructed scaled elevations in the Stirlingshire Inventory of the Royal Commission on Ancient
and Historical Monuments (RCAHMS Stirlingshire
I963, figs 8o-82), provided a clear indication of the
architectural potential of the mutilated Hall. In order
to obtain a fuller understanding of the scale of the
restoration work required, however, there was a need
for an intense period of associated survey and investigation to run concurrently with the down-taking
process.
At the forefront of this process was John Cartwright,
head of the MPBW Ancient Monuments Drawing
Office in Edinburgh. As 'one of the old school',
Cartwright's knowledge, understanding, and ability to
analyse architectural detail were second to none. His
filed report on the Hall's clearstorey windows
spanned the first five years of the work, and was highly
perceptive:

South Elevation
The two light windows on the south elevation are
the only ones that retain the inner jamb mouldings
in a nearly complete state. The sills have been altered
to suit the sash and case windows inserted later, bur
how much of the original (masonry) sill remains can
only be ascertained when the wood sills have been
removed. The outside mullion and jamb mouldings,
and arches, are complete. The inside jamb mouldings
have been notched to accommodate the case of the
sash and case windows, partly removing the original
moulded work. The sill of these windows does not
appear to project beyond the outside face of the
wall.

East Elevation Windows
Single light window next to bay window has been
completely built up, and the north jamb removed
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to allow the insertion of double sash and case windows at main and first floor levels. This operation
has probably partially destroyed the side section of
it, but this may be preserved against the remaining
north jamb. The arch is complete for about % of
the span. The upper half of the south jamb is
complete so far as can be judged from the outside,
but the lower half of this outside moulding has been
partially destroyed by the insertion of a two light
sash and case window to the barracks stair.
The two-light window south of stair tower has been
badly defaced by the insertion of a two-light window.
This has completely replaced the south jamb and
has caused the removal of most of the arch in the
second light. The north jamb, and north part of the
arch, has lost part of the inside moulding by the
insertion of a two-light sash and case window. This
insertion, plus the insertion of a window immediately
below, has caused the loss of the sill, but the mullions
retain the line of the sill on its north side, and may
retam it on the south side when the infilling is
removed.
West Elevation Windows

Surveyed during July and August 1965, the windows
at the north end of the west elevation right-hand
jamb were noted to have been removed to allow for
the insertion of the 18th-century windows. Righthand window still built up. Arch mouldings of
right-hand window cleared off to keystone, and
as far back as line of r8th-century window lintel.
Remainder of arch mouldings on the interior complete. Mullion stone extant, but moulding on
outside, damaged at cavetto and reprise stone, will
require to be removed. The inside moulding has also
gone, except for the start of the moulding at the
outer point.
Left-hand jamb stone complete, except for inside
moulding and reprise stone on outside moulding
which will require to be removed. Lintel to righthand window missing. Lintel to left-hand window
extant but will require to be removed, as moulding
has been almost completely cloured off, except for
start of cavetto on outer-side of moulding.
Sill stones have almost completely gone, except for
fragments at left-hand jamb and mullion and inner
sill-face, and will require to be removed throughout
both windows. The weather course under the missing
sill is extant, so far as the actual stones are concerned,
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but the moulding has been cloured off. Note - this
north light window was opened mid April 1966 as
it contained features - ie the sill - not retained
elsewhere on this elevation, and to assist in the
restoration of the window next west bay.
A second two-light window from north end of west
elevation has lost both jamb and sills through window insertions. The mullion is complete except for
upper part of outside moulding, which has been
cloured off flush with masonry of later window. The
reprise stone is presently missing, and will require
to be renewed. The inside moulding of the mullion
is like all inside mouldings, cut away and will require
to be renewed. Most of the arch stones appear to
be there, but the mouldings have been cut back to
the line of the later masonry.
The third two-light window from north end of west
elevation; mullion has been removed to allow insertion of two light sash and case windows. South jamb
complete except for reprise stone, and possibly the
inside moulding, but this will be seen upon removed
of masonry infill, as will the damage to sill. The
north jamb has had the outside moulding cloured
back to the new wall face and, again, the state of
the inside of this jamb can only be assessed on
removal of the later infilling. The south arch would
seem to be fairly complete, with the exception of
the springer above the missing mullion, which, like
the north arch, has been cloured back to the face
of the later masonry.
Window next to west bay window surveyed November 1964 onwards. Mullion completely gone. Bottom
moulding stone on both external jambs incomplete,
and the lower parts of the stones cut away for
insertion of later masonry- may have been damaged
by the removal of the sill, which was an integral
part of these stones. Sill stones gone but some
evidence of the line of the sill on both jambs,
although badly mutilated. The inside sill gone but,
again, part of the original sill at the north jamb
extant - this is the end part of sill built into the
wall and well back from any mouldings. All mouldings on inside jambs and lintels missing, except for
the start of the moulding. Springing stone above
mullion damaged and moulding missing on line of
spring. Overhang of wall-face line of mullion beyond
wall-face at outside sill level by two and a half inches.
The weather course under the sill has several stones
extant but the moulding has been cloured off.
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West elevation, south window restoration
Against this background, and because of its apparent
isolation from other architectural details, the decision
was made to take the pair of medieval windows to the
north side of the west bay as the element upon which
to undertake the first major step of restoration in
the Hall. The barrack-period windows and associated
masonry were removed down to window sill level
between September and October 1964, which allowed
this pair of windows to be surveyed. Shoring to the
window was completed in January 1965 and later infill
masonry removed to original sill level by March 1965.
Quarter-scale sections through the window, from
the wall-head to vault floor, were issued to MPBW
structural engineers in November 1964, which enabled
them to prepare a temporary shoring scheme to allow
safe access for survey purposes and for subsequent
rebuilding. The construction of this temporary work
had to be carefully detailed so that enough down-talcing
could be carried out to ensure full access for surveying.
But at the same time, it had to keep the overburden
masonry secure whilst allowing the rebuilt structure to
make a stable reconnection with the original medieval
masonry in due course.
Cartwright's preliminary notes provided a description of the features he subsequently surveyed in detail
to obtain sufficient information from which replacement masonry could be cut and fitted. On the exposed
surface, the surrounding details of this window were
all in place, but some information on the sills and
mullion reprise was missing. The north-most window
of the north pair on the west elevation was therefore
explored to obtain supplementary information on the
sill, reprise details, and on the internal mouldings.
To determine the way forward, between November
I964 and June 1967 a full-scale survey was undertaken
of the windows. Associated full-size templates were also
prepared of the moulded work. This, in turn, enabled
a contract to be prepared for the supply of the replacement stone. The original estimate, of £1770 in June
1967, for the renewal of mullions, lintels, inner moulded
jamb stones, and outer reprise stones, to complete
the design, was obtained from W and J R Watson,
Edinburgh. The most appropriate stone was identified
as being from the Bramley Fall quarry in Yorkshire.
However, when the information established through
survey was projected in full-size cross-section drawings,
it was found that the slope of the sill had to be amended
to fit in with the roll cornice moulding on the inside
elevation. This required the manufacture of six new

plain sill stones, and one new right-hand external reprise
stone. The contractor, W andJR Watson of Edinburgh,
priced the extent of this work, and the cutting of
three additional jamb stones, at a further £234 r6s in
December I967.
In taking out the loose masonry between the sill
line of the r6th-century window and the lintel over
the former NAAFI doorway at basement level it was
found that the stone arch over the door opening was
formed with stones presumed to have been from the
original wall-walk. The infill between the relieving arch
and the NAAFI doorway lintel also contained worked
stones, including some with a roll moulding which
proved to be from the string course which extended
round the Hall interior below the original window sill
level. On removal of the internal plaster under the sill
of the south-most west elevation windows, a course of
long stones was uncovered, which was evidently the
relic of a string course. These stones had been cut back
flush with the wall, measured 8% inches to 8% inches
in height, and were of varying lengths. Some of these
stones showed a dressed surface at their top. As there
was no sign of any dressed work along the bottom face
of the stone, and, talcing into account the evidence of
similarly-dimensioned rescued fragments, it was concluded that the roll moulding consisted of a projecting
three-quarter round with vertical drop down-stand, and
underlying cavetto.
Plumbing the windows on the line of the centre of
the missing mullion confirmed an overhang of 2V2
inches from the centre of the springer to the lower
wall-face at sill level. This had a major impact on
how the reconstruction work was carried out as it
established that no new stones could be set plumb or
true. Two attempts had to be made to get an off-level
alignment of the sill stones that would reach the
overhanging masonry at the correct arch springing
point (fig 5.7).
It was decided that sheet lead trays should be placed
under the replacement masonry sill work to try to
improve the waterproof weathering of the build through
the wall thickness. For these particular windows this
required lead trays to be formed from two sheets
measuring 8 feet by 2 feet, two sheets measuring 6 feet
6 inches by 2 feet and two sheets measuring 6 feet by
2 feet. Information on this was issued to the plumbers
in January 1968 to ensure that the trays were in position
before rebuilding of the masonry began.
The mutilated medieval lintel stones were removed,
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5.7 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the south pair of west elevation windows. The temporary support beams carrying the remaining origi nal
masonry had to be carefully positioned to allow access for the surveying, and subsequent reconstruction, of the windows. Because of the
structural distortions along this wall, nothing in the replacement masonry could be built either true or level.

and new lintels built in their place, during February
I969. The wall above lintel level was found to be quite
sound and did not require support shoring during this
operation. On stripping the plaster off the internal wall
above the lintels, two cut-back hammer-beam corbels
were located in the wall face. These stones measured
approximately u inches wide and 12 inches deep and
were 8 feet apart. By suggesting the interval of the
principal hammer-beam trusses, this evidence gave the
first insight as to how the original roof might have
looked.
The external central arch springer, above the mullion, was damaged for about 4 or 5 inches above the
springing line, rendering its bearing bed unusable. A
new stone was subsequently cut by Wand JR Watson

in July I969 from a full-size drawing. The centre
line of the restored mullion was found to be lying
about I 1!4 inches to the south of the centre line of the
original springer. This distortion in the windows had
to be taken into account in cutting the new springer
stone. In effect, this necessitated flattening the arch to
the north of the centre line and making the arch
on the south side more steep, whilst the line of the
arch behind the moulding (that is, the soffit of the
window arch) had to fit in with the existing soffit
behind the springer. In order to be able to adjust this
on-site, the masons were advised to leave the stone
proud of the surface so that it could be cut back to
fit in exactly with the existing misshapen moulding
alignments.

Glazing prototype work
The window having been fully restored by September
I969, it was decided to glaze it with leaded glass in
lozenge-shaped quarries as a prototype for the other
windows, and to assess how this would perform on
exposure to the elements. Three designs were drawn

out to a I inch to I foot scale showing:
• fourteen panes in height and ten panes in width
• thirteen panes in height and nine panes in width
• twelve panes in height and eight panes in width
At I inch to I foot scale the thirteen-by-nine-pane
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design appeared to be the most suitable. This was
drawn out to full size, mounted on a flat board, and
located with a moulded surround to fit into the north
light of the window. The design could then be seen
against the overall mass of the west elevation of the
Hall. When set into the opening, the size of panes and
thickness of cames appeared to be visually correct. It
was felt, however, that the design would be better
detailed if the cames ran into the corners of the window,
rather than there being a small triangular infill in that
area.
Background research for this exercise involved investigation of Flemish paintings of the period, and the
subsequent scaling up of pane layout and window size
opening to obtain a design detail that appeared to be
in proportion with the Great Hall. It must be recorded,
however, that, apart from a small fragment of lead
came and coloured glass found in the glazing grooves
in the blocked up window on the north side of the
west bay, no other evidence was found to give dimensions or designs for the lead work that was used.
The process of decision making on the prototype was
therefore essentially pragmatic. It was considered that
lf2 inch wide cames were appropriate and that three

horizontal divisions, in the form of saddlebar supports,
would be adequate to give the window strength to
resist anticipated wind pressures. This approach also
allowed the window to be made in four parts, and
permitted easy fitting. A probable cost of 35 shillings
per square foot for such glazing work was thought to
be likely at the time.
To give peripheral strength to the windows, it was
decided that the lead cames to be fitted into the chases
of the masonry surround should be % inch wide
externally. All other cames were to be lf2 inch wide,
rounded on the inside, and flat on the outside section
to take account of weathering. Research into the
painted representations of diamond-shape quarries of
the period indicated that there was often a border
around th e diamond work, and it was considered that
such a border would help to relieve the rather stark
effect of the plain glazing, especially when seen from
inside the Hall. As the internal masonry of the windows
is relieved by nothing more than a chamfer to the
jambs, all moulded work being outwith the glazing
plane, a border was finally adopted for the prototype
glazing. Details were subsequently drawn up and sent
to Milligans of Glasgow for costing and manufacture.

Replacement rubble stonework
By February 1966, 126 loads of down-taken debris had
been removed from the Hall and taken to the local
corporation dump. Bearing in mind that the project
had been initiated without any increase in budgetary
allocation, a certain degree of resourcefulness was required in obtaining replacement material during the
early years. In particular, the initial need was to collect
suitable stone as this would be required in considerable

quantities for rubble-built repairs to the walls below
the clearstorey, where they had previously been pierced
by the barrack-period windows. Local searches resulted
in appropriate material being salvaged from the demolition of old cottages on the nearby Airthrey estate in
February 1966, from a youth hostel at Balloch, and from
an old smiddy at Bannockburn in October 1966, and
from Kennett House, Clackmannan in August 1967.

VIP visits
At the start of the project there were continuing tight
restrictions on staffing levels and the complement of
masons at the castle stood at only two in July 1966.
Perhaps inevitably, as the project developed, due to
the range of individuals who had to be involved in the
supervisory processes of restoration, contradictory orders were often issued. At times, when the available
craft skills were being stretched too widely in different
directions, this led to some friction. That said, the
significance of the project had also come to be recognised and on 24 November 1966 it received its first
major VIP visit, by a party of Russian construction

delegates m the company of the Deputy Director
of Moscow Museum. This started the trend of VIP
visits to the Great Hall project and these continued
throughout the work. Visitors also included many
politicians and senior civil servants from the MPBW,
and subsequently the Department of Environment.
Throughout this time, the project was fully endorsed,
and readily promoted, by Peter Ogle-Scan, Director
of Scottish Services based in Edinburgh. Her Majesty
the Queen paid her first visit to the Hall on 20 January
1971 to see work in progress.
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Dictating the rate of progress
The restoration of the first pair of west elevation
windows adjacent to the west bay was informative in
a variety of ways. Lessons learned from working on
them provided the basis for the strategic approach that
was adopted thereafter. It was necessary that at any
one time a number of actions would run concurrently,
while ensuring that the remaining late medieval fabric
remained safe and secure. It is a testament to the
detailed planning and temporary works that went into
achieving this that only minor accidents and loss of
original detail ever occurred during the duration of the
project. In taking forward this integrated approach
there was a continuing need to:
• design and erect temporary shoring and support
• fully expose the surviving medieval evidence
• down-take and remove barrack-period masonry
• make the surrounding areas safe, secure and
accessible
• carry out detailed survey work of the areas to be

analysed
• obtain full-size sections of masonry mouldings
• analyse all the information gathered
• project the missing geometrical details based on
the analysed data
• prepare scaled project drawings and full-size drawing details of individual stones
• obtain replacement material, ensuring a continuing supply of matching stone
• prepare and let contract work for the delivery of
cut stone in the required building sequence
• offer site direction on the building process and
the delivery of cut stone
• refine details as building work progressed
• carry out record photography of works in progress.
Given the physical state of the partially dismantled
Hall, not all of these actions could be run concurrently
(fig 5.8). Time was required to undertake detailed survey
work in difficult and awkward places. In addition,

5.8 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the north pair of west elevation windows. The difficulties of dismantling the barrack-period masonry while
maintaining access to the original masonry are illustrated in this view. The badly distressed state of the wall meant there was always a threat
of structural collapse. Once opened up, the structure had to remain in that vulnerable state until the evidence had been surveyed, and the
new stonework designed, cut and delivered.
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delays were inevitable in the subsequent analytical
stages, drawing up work, full-size detailing, and in the
tendering process of obtaining new scone. A strategic
approach had eo be devised which comprised:
• making the structure safe
• surveying and analysing the evidence
• contracting delivery
• building on site.
Although work was in progress in at least three
different areas of the Hall at any one time, the adopted
sequence of working, with one step following directly
on from the other, ensured a steady but predetermined
flow in the work process. The extent to which the

Hall could be opened up was determined, of course,
by safety considerations and the need to determine
physically clear working parameters within which evidence could be gathered. Building work was therefore
underway in one area whilst the investigatOry process
was taking place elsewhere. Similarly, temporary
shoring and down-taking occurred in certain areas,
pending the delivery of scone, following the analysis
of details in other areas. Equally, when building work
was in progress, site direction ran in parallel with
survey work needed elsewhere, and so the process
continued in this manner throughout the I96os, I970s
and I98os (fig 5.9).

The masons
In November I968, a significant milestone was reached
with the appointment of two mason apprentices to
work under the leading hand mason on the project,
Danny McGrory. He, cogether with the other masons,
John Philiban, 'Dodd' Thomson, and a support staff
of two labourers, provided the core craft expertise for

the project at the start of this process. Over the years,
many more apprentices were to serve their time on the
Hall. As a by-product, therefore, the masonry industry
in central Scotland greatly benefited from the training
process.

5.9 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the west elevation in 1984. Once work on the west bay and south and north pairs of windows was complete,
timber dead shoring was put in place at the central window section. This clearly illustrates the approach taken to the work, involving
containment of the greatest problems through strengthening the structure from the adjacent stronger sides.
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Main door, west elevation
Restoration of the first pair of west windows had been
completed by May 1969. Work then began on the
down-taking of the severed west elevation main entrance lintel and associated relieving arch stones. The
missing jamb stones had been replaced by November
1969 and the replacement section of the lintel was then
hewn, stainless-steel doweled and joined with epoxy
resin to the surviving section of lintel so that it could
be reinstated as a single piece. This process was then
at the cutting edge of stone-jointing technology and a

specific epoxy resin was designed for the job by Messrs
Wimpey Limited, who were at that time involved in
a major stabilisation programme to consolidate the
castle rock. After jointing, the repaired lintel was cured,
lifted and reset in its original position. The relieving
arch was then reconstructed and the lintel was framed
by the hood moulding, with blocked-out corbels, on
the external wall-face. Finally, the surrounding rubble
facework was reformed to bring the doorway back into
a finished state.

Fireplaces
Early in 1970, restoration work began on four of the
five fireplaces in the Hall. This work continued over
the next four years. Work had previously been carried
out to repair broken flat-arch stones of the south gable
fireplace, following down-taking of the barrack partitions and, as far as possible, all reusable and structurally
sound original fireplace stonework was incorporated
into the final work. Where necessary, masonry indents
were made within the damaged stone so as to make
them structurally sound and capable of reuse. All
replacement details were determined following the
preparation of drawings showing full-size analysis of
the surviving evidence (figs po and pr).
During this phase of work, in December 1971, the
fragmentary remains of the north-west fireplace were
discovered. This followed on from a measured survey
of floor slabs in the area, when a chamfer cut in a slab
lying adjacent to the internal wall-face was noted to
have similar dimensions to the projecting sub-base
which had been previously surveyed at the south-west
fireplace. Working from the south-west fireplace and
cross-checking overall measurements, an area of internal
wall-face was identified at the position where associated
jamb stones might have remained within the wall.
Careful unpicking was carried out and the confirmatory
jamb base stones were revealed. Subsequent analysis
and cross-checking with earlier evidence indicated a
possible sequence of related events in the history of
the building.
An external view of the Hall from the northwest, made before the barrack conversion, illustrates a
polygonal-headed doorway in the area where this
fireplace was located (RCAHMS Stirfingshire 1962,
pl 88a). During the investigation of the fireplace, jamb
stones of the doorway shown in this view were found,
together with a number of oak timber beams set into

the rubble-built flue above the fireplace. This doorway
and fireplace were in the area where the greatest
buckling and structural distortion had occurred on the
west wall. Furthermore, they were also directly opposite
the buttressing affect of the stair-tower at the middle
of the east wall, and it was in this area of the internal

5.10 Stirlin g Castle Great Hall, a jamb of the north-east fireplace.
In the later stages of internal downtakings, evidence was found of
four side-wall fireplaces. The barrack-period continuation of the
raised dais floor level down the length of the Hall had protected
much of the original stone paving. Above the raised floor level,
all mouldings had been cut back to allow smooth plastering of
the barrack rooms.
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5.11 Stirling Castle
Great Hall, a jamb of
the south-west
fireplace. Although cut
in half, this was the
best preserved of the
fireplace details,
because it had been
protected by both
the raised floor and the
location of a
barrack-period
partition. The almost
complete plan, jamb,
flat arch springing and
a relieving arch stone
allowed for accurate
reconstruction.

east wall that the remains of the only fractured (as
opposed to manually cut-back) hammer-beam corbel
had been found.
The combined evidence therefore suggested that the
polygonal-headed doorway had been cut through
the rwo skins of the north-west fireplace, presumably
because it was easier to cut at this point than
through a solid masonry wall. This process, however,
had the consequence of weakening the upper part of
the wall.
It was also known that, prior to its conversion to a
barrack, the Hall was falling into increasing disrepair,

so there was a suspicion that the major structural
movement could well have occurred on the west wall
at a time when the roof trusses were already distressed
through lack of maintenance. The likely consequences
leading on from failure of the principal hammer-beam
roof truss tie above the north-west fireplace, where
it abutted the associated wall-head break-through
chimney masonry, are consistent with all of the identified evidence. The immediate result of a failure such
as that of a rotten west wall bearing end of a principal
hammer-beam truss, could have triggered a chain
reaction. This would have led to the shearing off of
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the corbel on the east wall where it was buttressed by
the external stair-tower. In turn this would have added
to the extreme pressure exerted on the west wall that
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had already been weakened by the slapping of the later
doorway through the fireplace and its flue, thereby
pushing the wall out of alignment.

North return west bay
A major programme of work centred on the north
return of the west bay began in May I970. This required
detailed survey work, extending from the extreme
south-most moulded base of the bay to the extreme
north jamb mouldings of the south-west fireplace. One
and a half jambs of the fireplace had to be replaced,
as were the flat arch and relieving arch. Linked with
this, the entire missing north return of the west bay had
to be reconstructed. Internally, this involved detailed
investigation and survey to establish the relationship

5.12 Stirling Castle
Great Hall, the north
return of the west bay
window. The restoration
of the south-west
fireplace could not be
completed in isolation.
Since almost the entire
north return of the west
bay window had been
removed during the
barrack-period
conversion, it was
necessary for surveying
and analysing to extend
across the whole of the
west bay and adjacent
fireplace so that the
accurate wall profiles
could be established .
This view shows the
brick pier that was built
in the wall core to
support the rear arch of
the west bay window in
advance of rebuilding.

of the fireplace jambs with the tusking inside the
north-west corner of the bay. Externally, this also had
to link up the lower weather course of the bay, rising
through the ashlar return to its elevated moulded base,
the northern single window and the upper angled ashlar
return (figs 5-12 and 5-13).
The entire missing north return was detailed in
drawings at I inch to I foot with individual stone
courses plotted. A full-size plan through the bay was
prepared, with individual full-sized details for all
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5.13 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the north return of the west bay window. In this view the base of the north return and the lower courses of
the south·west fireplace have been rebuilt around the brick pier.

complex stones in the area. These included moulded
bases, fireplace jamb stones, the window sill, and
terminating arch stones (figs 5-14 and 5-15).
Associated with this work was the reconstruction of
the south-west fireplace flue. This required cutting
through the internal wall-face to remove the loose
rubble infill that had been dumped into the flue and,
below it, the removal of the bracing steel beams that
had been installed as part of the temporary structural
shoring put in during the down-taking of the barrackperiod partitions, so that the replacement masonry
could act in a structural manner.
Due to the structural movements that the Hall had
experienced and the height of the replacement masonry

required in the north return, work had to stop at
various levels to ensure accurate tying in with the
distorted original masonry. This need had already been
established during the 1968 reconstruction of the adjacent pair of windows. However, delays in completing
this work were also caused by a lack of drawing office
staff and, more significantly, the difficulty in obtaining
a sufficient supply of matching stone.
Internally, as work was completed, two sample hammer-beam corbels were inserted over the bay, where
cut-back remains had previously existed. Below these
corbels, hood-moulding stones were inserted above the
arch stones, using the detail established from a ghosting
of a moulding on the south-most springer (fig p6).

Sourcing replacement stone
Using the last available stone to have been obtained
from Bramley Fall quarry at that time, work was
completed on replacing the mutilated jambs, lintels
and sills of the south gable windows in 1975. Over the

previous three years, the hewn masonry had been supplied by an appointed term contractor who won an
initial five-year contract for preparing dressed stonework to the Ancient Monuments Branch drawings and
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5.14 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the north return of the west bay window. This view shows rebuildi ng of the north return and the complete
south jamb of the south-west fireplace.

specifications. Unfortunately, the drying up of the
source of stone was compounded by the bankruptcy
of the term contractor, and this led to further delays.
An alternative means of progress had to be found.

During the period 1975- 78 investigations into alternative stones supplies were carried out. Eventually,
a reopened quarry near Barnard Castle, producing a
matching stone, Catcastle, was investigated and this
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5.15 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the north return of the west bay window. This view shows the north return and the south-west fireplace
almost fully rebuilt, with work about to start on the rear-arch of the bay.
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5.16 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the completed west bay window.

was able to provide a fresh supply. In an attempt to
prevent progress being hindered in the future because
of insufficient material being available, an approximate
quantification of future stone needs was made at this

interim stage. In consequence, a forward purchase over
a three-year period, of sufficient rough quarry block
was planned so that it could be held in the local Kerse
Road depot and storage yard in Stirling. These supplies
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were expected to take the job through to completion.
Given that the wisdom of undertaking the restoration
of the Hall was still being doubted in some quarters

at this late date, the need for such an initiative was
also called into question at the time.

Roofing timbers
In addition, in anticipation of the quantity of timber
that would be required to replace the late-I8th-century
barrack roof with a hammer-beam design based on the
original, in I975 the Ancient Monuments Branch
obtained a supply of mature homegrown Scottish
Oak from the Ministry of Defence estates at Dreghorn
near Edinburgh. In order to arrive at a rough quantification of this requirement, a detailed measured
drawing of the closely-related Edinburgh Castle Great

Hall hammer-beam roof was transposed onto the
dimensions of the Stirling Hall. Quarter-size survey
details of the Edinburgh roof construction were
drawn up to allow it to be taken into account in
designing the Stirling roof. The timbers, which were
of good structural quality, were felled and put in
stock-pile storage for seasoning, in the anticipation that
they would be used some twenty or so years into the
future.

Work in the 1980s
The work programme for the early I980s involved the
restoration of the remaining three pairs of west elevation
windows and of the north return of the east bay (fig
5-17). Following that, it was anticipated that work
would continue on the windows of the east gable and
north wall. At that time, given the recurring question
of the validity of the project, it was uncertain how far
the restoration work could progress into the stonework
above wall-walk level. However, in a file note prepared
in October I978, I suggested that:
In the medium term we will be investigating the
wall and parapet details together with the north and
south gables to establish how far restoration works
can proceed in these directions. On the assumption
that we can overcome the material supply problem
and that a level of craft, drawing office and supervisory staff can be maintained, a project completion
date for the works is put at the turn of the century.
To illustrate the physical achievements of the restoration project up to 1978, the Department of the
Environment Information Office produced a half-hour
16-millimetre optical sound film of the work in I980.
The film commentary mirrored the degree of uncertainty as to how the project would be completed.
Since then, however, many remaining difficulties
have been overcome. It is particularly gratifying that
the statement made in October 1978 has proved to be
accurate, with Her Majesty the Queen performing the
official opening ceremony on her third visit to the Hall
on 30 November 1999·

5.17 Stirling Castle Great Hall, work on the north return of the
east bay window. Following dismantling of the last barrack-period
partition, the full complexity of the north return of the east bay
was revealed. Much of a spiral stair was exposed, which had to
be recorded in great detail before decisions could be taken on
its restoration.

6
THE LATER STAGES OF THE RESTORATION
Peter Buchanan

The Stirling Castle Project
of the Great Hall restoration was a key element in this
plan, the intention being to accelerate the works in
order to have the Great Hall restored in time for the
new millennium and the 500th anniversary of its
construction. The underlying basis for all work was
that the principles and procedures of conservative
repair were to be followed, and only appropriate highqualiry materials and craftsmanship were to be used.
Essential elements of restoration were to be based on
surviving physical evidence, supported by reference to
primary documentary sources and buildings of similar
construction and period.

In 1991, Historic Scotland set up a team to undertake
what was to be known as the Stirling Castle Project,
and a Project Plan was conceived to enhance the castle
as a visitor attraction while continuing to conserve it
as a monument of international importance. Before
1990, the buildings of the castle had been largely
unfurnished and visitor interpretation was limited to
a few information boards. In 1991, proposals were drawn
up by the in-house team for presentation to the Historic
Scotland Management Board, the broad outline of
which was accepted, and an investment appraisal justified the proposed £20 million budget. The completion

The hammer-beam roof
of the Great Hall at Edinburgh Castle which, although
heavily restored and partly obscured by a Victorian
decorative scheme, has retained much of its original
structure. The Edinburgh Hall was built for James IV
at about the same time as the Great Hall at Stirling,
and, despite being smaller, with a shorter roof span
and lower pitch, it would presumably have been constructed with the same craftsmanship, using the same
traditional construction techniques. As at Stirling, a
survey had been made of it in 1719 (National Library
of Scotland, BO. Z2 1/B) (see chapter 3, fig 3.2). To
obtain an idea of the likely accuracy of the Stirling
drawing, we compared the 1719 Board of Ordnance
drawing for the Edinburgh roof with our own detailed
survey drawings of that roof, and found the drawing
to be broadly accurate. Having established this, we
took a leap of faith to assume that the drawing of the
Stirling roof structure would also be an acceptable
representation of the original.
Our designs for the replacement roof took the main
disposition of structural members from the Stirling
drawing and all jointing details from the Edinburgh
roof. Setting out was determined by the stubs of cut-off
corbels below wall-head level in the Hall, each one
indicating the original position of a principal truss.

By the mid-1990s all the major down-taking, recording,
repair, and conservation work to the surviving medieval
masonry had been completed up to t he wall-head level,
and initial designs were being worked up for the next
phase, the reconstruction of the hammer-beam roof.
Some of the main sources of information for the earlier
states of the Great Hall are the engravings and paintings
made of the castle taken from various vantage points
and at different periods (fig p). H owever, all of these
show variations of detailing, such as differences in
chimney heights, crenellation details, cap-houses, and
ridge ornament. A great deal of artistic licence was
obviously used in the production of these views, and
the artistic interpretations, therefore, could not be
entirely relied upon for detailed restoration work. Further sources of information were the detailed survey
drawings made in 1719 for the Board of Ordnance.
The section of the Great Hall included amongst those
drawings (and in a duplicate survey of 1741) is the only
surviving record of what the hammer-beam roof looked
like (National Library of Scotland, BO. Z2/r8b) (see
chapter 4, fig 4.3).
The design for the replacement hammer-beam roof
thus had to take this drawing as its starting point. Bur
another important source of information was the roof
59
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Design proposals, working drawings and models were
produced to detail the beam layouts and jointing
systems, and engineers were consulted to prove the
structural stability of the design. With the information
that was available, this could only be done in one
dimension using estimates of how the oak pegs would
perform. The hammer-beam roof at Edinburgh Castle
had been in place for 500 years but, despite this, the
engineers were not satisfied that it could be used for
a direct structural comparison.
In order to obtain a proper design calculation,
therefore, we constructed full-scale joints and tested
them to destruction. The test results enabled us to
prove that a roof designed on these principles would
be structurally sound, and this allowed the Timber
Research and Development Association to undertake
full three-dimensional calculations to see how the structure would transfer the load to the gables and
wall-heads. One of the problems raised by the calculations was the amount of lateral thrust imposed by a
roof of this type on the wall-heads. We already knew
this was a problem, since the west wall of the Hall is
out of alignment by about 450 millimetres at the
wall-head (see Maxwell, chapter 5). Although the east
wall is buttressed by a stair-tower, which acts to contain
the forces, the west wall had no buttressing and its
large paired windows and chimney flues meant that
the upper level masonry did not have sufficient mass
to restrain the outward forces. As we were intending
to put back a similar roof to the one that had already
caused the wall to fail, we had to provide a means of
counteracting the forces. In the end, we simply resolved
the forces by placing tie bars between wall-head beams.
These are being monitored by strain gauges and could
be removed eventually if the loading on the wall-head
proves to be insubstantial.
Our calculations indicated a requirement for just
under 100 cubic metres of sawn oak, or approximately
350 trees. Forest Enterprise was approached at the end
of 1993 to find out if they could supply the required
quality and quantity of Scottish oak. Following negotiations with Scottish Natural Heritage, agreement was
reached to extract oak from designated Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) near Strathyre and Aberfoyle.
These oak forests had originally been planted as a cash
crop, grown and coppiced for the tannin in the bark
which was used in the tanning industry until the 1930s.
The trees, being straight, tall and of small diameter,
were ideal for our needs. Through a combination of
selective felling and deer fencing throughout the
woods, subsequent regeneration of the forest could be

encouraged. As no mechanical equipment was allowed
in the SSSis, the trees were taken to the roadside by
Clydesdale horse to minimise the disturbance to the
forest floor. The selected logs were then uplifted from
the roadside and taken to a sawmill for conversion into
beams. All the beams in the roof structure have a boxed
heart section, which means that the four sides are cut
from the log in a way that leaves the heart of the tree
running through the centre of the beam. The boxed
heart creates a strong beam that is less likely to twist
or warp, as it dries uniformly through the timber. All
the offcuts were retained and planked for use as sarking
boards to be fixed to the outside of the structure as
the underlay for the slates.
The construction of the hammer-beam roof was put
out to competitive tender. In all specification and
tender action we started by looking for local materials
and craftsmen; only if we could not obtain suitable
materials, sufficient quality, or the required experience
locally did we look further afield. The construction of
the roof was tendered throughout Britain and finally
awarded to an English company, Carpenter Oak and
Woodland, who undertook the initial frame fabrication
off-site in their workshops near Chippenham. The
trusses were set out and the joints constructed in the
traditional way on a flat working floor, and the centre
lines were transferred by plumb line to the beams set
on trestles. The setting out for the roof was inevitably
complicated by the fact that the west wall of the Hall
was so severely out of alignment. The west side of
every truss, therefore, had to be set out individually to
match the curve in the wall-head; the angle of every
joint was also slightly altered as the pitch changed to
meet the wall-head (fig 6.1).
Whilst the process of design, procurement and
off-site fabrication was going on, the Hall was being
prepared for construction work. In order to meet the
millennium deadline, the programme required
construction work to continue through the winter
months and a temporary envelope was needed for
protection. This envelope was designed to meet a
number of criteria:
• We wanted a dry and secure environment
• We needed to provide a high level working platform
• We had to maintain public access to the Great
Hall for as long as possible
• We wished to keep archaeological disturbance to
a mm1mum.
The temporary structure had a span of over 21 metres
and was 26 metres high. Because of the exposure of
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6.1 Stirling Castle, the interior of the restored Great Hall, showing the hammer-beam roof.
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the elevated site, and the need to ensure that the
adjacent buildings were safe, the structure and cladding
were designed to meet a one in one hundred year
storm risk. The design also had to allow us to construct the hammer-beam roof without having to move
any of the mid-span scaffold. The scaffolding itself
therefore had to be set out to match the hammerbeam trusses, the positions of which were dictated by
the original corbel positions, though none of the
spacing of the corbels was in fact strictly regular.
The design of the envelope evolved into a structure
that was supported through the upper-level windows.
This gave us a high-level platform and allowed us
to let the public into the principal level of the Hall
whilst we continued work on both the upper levels
and in the basement. The structure only came down
to ground level at the four corners which meant
minimum foundations and minimum archaeological
disturbance.

Another issue at the castle is the large numbers of
visitors, since Health and Safety legislation encourages
us not to kill them! As we had limited storage space
in the castle, construction materials had to be stored
off-site. To make matters more difficult, it is impossible
to get either a standard 3 tonne truck, or any sort of
mobile crane into the castle. All materials for the roof,
therefore, had to be brought into the castle outside
opening hours and in the order in which they were to
be used.
The construction of the roof required some 4000
hand-made oak pegs. T he work was undertaken by
two squads of craftsmen and women using traditional
techniques, the only exception being that rope pulleys
have been replaced by electric hoists. The on-site
construction from beginning to end took twelve weeks.
Only a few beams required alteration or realignment,
the scaffold worked as designed, and the structure fitted
the bowed wall perfectly.

The wall-head
Restoration of the upper-level stonework embraced the
wall-walks, parapets, bartizans, crow-steps, chimneys,
and cap-houses. The designs for these elements were
based on stonework recovered from the down-taking
of later insertions within the Great Hall together with
analysis of buildings of comparable age, including most
notably the Prince's Tower of James IV's Forework
(see chapter 8, fig 8.5). The Prince's Tower, which is
now attached to the later Palace, is contemporary with
the Great Hall and provides invaluable clues to the
late medieval masonry construction of the Hall. Surviving elements within the Hall itself provided much
of the evidence for the stair-towers and wall-walk levels;
even the stubs of the two-tiered checkerboard corbels
below the parapet had survived the military down-taking. All the worked masonry recovered from the internal
military walls had been carefully inventorised (by Nicholas Bridgland) and retained as it formed part of a
huge jigsaw puzzle of pieces of the original upper-level
masonry works. Amongst it were curved stones from
the bartizans, saddles, troughs, copestones, and crenellation details. Rubble infill from the high-level south
gable windows was removed to expose the original
reveal mouldings and to allow reinstatement of the
lower parts of the windows that had been removed by
the army. Traces of the original lime-wash finish were
to be seen on some of the stones.

On the basis of this evidence, initial sketch design
drawings were produced to give some indication of the
amount of new stonework proposed. It was estimated
that over 4000 individually drawn, cut and dressed
stones would be required. Design proposals were
worked up in detail and production drawings drafted.
Every course of stonework was drawn and each stone
individually numbered on those drawings. All of the
stones could then be drawn at full size and the drawings
sent to the masons for production of the finished
masonry. The geology of the original stone of the Hall
was analysed and new stone specified to match. We
already had a good match for the ashlar, and Catcastle
stone from the Dunhouse Quarry near Barnard Castle
was specified again. The saddles and troughs of the
wall-walk were of a very different, hard, impervious
stone, however, and a geological and visual match was
found in Huncote stone from near Accrington. The
Scottish Lime Centre took samples of the original
building mortars for analysis and new lime mortars
were specified to match the materials and their proportions. The stonework was tendered and the contract
awarded to The Stirling Stone Group. This contract
took eighteen months and cost fr.2 million. Seven
hundred and eighty tonnes of stone were used in the
process, involving over 4500 individually worked and
dressed masonry pieces (fig 6.2).
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6.2 Stirling Castle, wall-head detail of the restored Great Hall.
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Reharling
The interior and exterior of the building were investigated by both the Scottish Lime Centre and the
archaeologists working on the site (Kirkdale Archaeology, see Ewart, chapter 7) in an attempt to find traces
of the original wall finishes. Anywhere that had been
sheltered from the elements, covered up, or othetwise
hidden was investigated and samples of finishes taken
for analysis. We found traces oflime plasters, lime-wash
and harling all over the building, in the angles of
corbels, in the reveals of opened up windows, and at
the bases of walls where levels had been raised and the
faces protected. In some areas we found more than
just traces. At the base of the west bay, for example,
a small door lobby had been created, and here, protected
from the elements, we found a large area of the original
harling and lime-wash. All this information was analysed and the layers of lime-wash studied. Specifications
were drawn up based on the surviving evidence and
sample panels were produced in order to allow discussion of the issues involved in reinstating the finishes.
In considering if the masonry should be reharled,
we had to give thought to the problems of creating an
aesthetic contrast with the rest of the Castle, and we
also had to take into account the condition of the

survlVlng carvmgs and stonework. The final decision
to restore the original lime-based finishes was based
on three main criteria. Firstly, the condition of the
medieval masonry was deteriorating; harling and limewash were traditionally used to protect the stone from
erosion, and reinstating them would extend the life of
the existing medieval masonry. Secondly, we know
from a great mass of evidence at contemporary buildings that it is most unlikely that the architectural
aesthetics of the Hall would originally have allowed
for the exposure of masonry in the way that we have
become used to over the years. Thirdly, we had sufficient surviving evidence to reproduce the original
finishes relatively authentically. As it had always been
the intention to restore the Great Hall as closely as
possible to its original form, it was therefore felt that
this should extend to recreating its original external
appearance.
Once the greater part of the work had been completed, the protective layers of the temporary envelope
and scaffold sheering were dismantled (figs 6.3 and
6-4). In an attempt to anticipate public reaction to
such a radical change in the external appearance of
the Great Hall, well before we started to remove the

6.3 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall from the south-east before restoration.
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6.4 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall from the south-east after restoration.

envelope, we made a concerted effort to publicise and
explain our decision to reinstate the original external
finishes. We installed a temporary display in the castle
to give the reasons for the restoration; we produced
leaflets explaining the background and the analysis of
the external finishes that had taken place; we had a

regularly updated video on the progress of the work;
and we provided talks and guided tours for groups and
professional organisations. We also had a number of
press days to show off our sample panels and to offer
artist's impressions of what the Hall would look like
when completed.

Finishing touches
With the removal of the temporary envelope, the overall
silhouette began to take final shape. Cap-houses and
bartizans were then completed, and final works to the
ridge stones and chimneys were undertaken. Most
prominent of all, heraldic beasts were commissioned
to replace those long-lost from the roof ridge, the
carving of which was kept bold and slightly foreshortened to suit the distance and angle from which
it would be viewed (fig 6.5). Each ridge beast weighed
over % tonne and yet more scaffolding was required
to place them finally in position directly over the
principal trusses.
The vaulted spaces of the Hall basement were
adapted for use as ancillary accommodation for social
functions, and a display on the history of the Great
Hall was provided in the transe vault to the west side

of the Hall. Kitchens, toilets, cloakrooms, changing
rooms, and plant rooms all had to be provided, with
the minimum of disturbance to the historic fabric.
Coordinated drawings and details for the mechanical
and electrical supplies and necessary fittings had to be
produced, based on detailed survey information. Toilet
accommodation was designed and detailed, using,
where possible, local materials such as terracotta floor
tiles from the Errol Brickworks. A green room and
changing room were provided for performers, speakers,
and VIPs. These rooms have direct access to the Hall
dais by a small original spiral stair in the west corner
of the east bay.
External timber details also had to be constructed;
the necessary fire escape stairs and bin stores were
constructed in oak to be in keeping with the rest of
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6.5 Stirling Castle, one
of the heraldic beasts
from the roof-ridge of
the restored Great Hall.

the work. Details in less historically sensitive areas were
designed to be in sympathy with the restored Hall, but
without potentially historicist detail.
The floor of the Hall provided us with another
challenge. About half of the original medieval floor
had survived, but it consisted of sandstone paving
which was too damaged and delicate to be retained in
use as a working floor finish, while being too valuable
to remove (see Ewart, chapter 7, fig 7.3). As a first
stage in deciding what should be done, the surviving

pans of the floor were recorded and analysed to determine its original overall design. This gave us enough
information to draw up plans to preserve the floor in
place, whilst above it we constructed a new floor, based
as far as possible on the original layout. In doing so,
we took the opportunity to provide an underfloor
heating system to minimise the number of radiators
required, and we then had to design the details so as
to minimise the problems we had created by changing
floor levels at all the medieval thresholds.
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6.6 Stirling Castle, the
glazing of the bay on
the east side of the dais
of the restored Great Hall.

The earliest known accounts of the interior of the
Hall in use relate to events such as the baptism of
Prince Henry in 1594 (see Lynch, chapter 2). Unfortunately, we had little firm surviving physical evidence
for the fitting-out of the interiors. We knew the
windows were originally glazed and that they would
probably have had stained glass in at least the more
important parts, but we had no guidance on the details.
In the end, it was decided to limit stained glass to the
windows around the dais, which were to be emblazoned

with the arms of the nobles of Scotland at the time
of the construction of the Hall (fig 6.6) . The starting
point for the design of the roundels was the heraldic
stained glass in the Magdalene Chapel in Edinburgh,
dating from about 1542. Bur for the heraldry itself we
were much indebted to the advice of the Lord Lyon
King of Arms, who directed us to the manuscript
Register of Sir David Lindsay of the Mount, compiled
in 1542. The glass was made by Christian Shaw and
Crear McCartney (fig 6.7).
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For further guidance on what there may have been
within the Hall we looked south of the Border, where
the Great Hall at Eltham Palace appears to have been
one of the sources for the overall design (see Fawcett,
chapter 1), and we also looked to continental Europe.
The design of the timber screen at the entrance end
of the Hall took as its starting point the rectilinear
framed construction and panelling usual in such structures, with elements drawn from the architectural
vocabulary of the Hall itself for the non-structural and
decorative details (fig 6.8) . However, it must be stressed
that there is no intention of suggesting that it is an
original feature.
Although it was known that originally there had
been tapestry hangings around the walls, it was felt it
would not be possible to obtain enough of these of
sufficient quality; instead, it was decided to commission
hangings using loom-woven fabric based on designs
dating from the 16th century. The cloth is a chenille
and gold woven fabric, manufactured on traditional
looms to give the correct cloth widths. The most
ambitious item of soft furnishing to be commissioned
was a Cloth of Estate to hang above the south fireplace
behind the dais (figs 6.9 and 6.10). This was made by
the Scottish Embroiderers' Guild to the designs of

6.7 Stirling Castle, a detail of the hera ldic glass in the restored
Great Hall, showing the arms of the Earl of Atholl.

Malcolm Lochhead. The prominently embroidered
coat of arms is based on the heraldry shown on an

6.8 Stirling Castle, the screen in the restored Great Hall.
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6.9 Stirling Castle, embroidering the arms of James IV on the cloth
of estate for the restored Great Hall.

altar frontal in James IV's own Book of Hours, which
is now in the National Library in Vienna.
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Ironmongery for doors, balustrades, handrails, fire
backs, and candelabra was commissioned and was
based, for the greater part, on surviving medieval
examples. To complete the interiors, reproduction
medieval furniture was commissioned for the dais;
this was based on surviving examples, including a
late-15th-century hall table at Penshurst Place in Kent
(fig 6.ro).
The restoration was completed to programme and
budget in time for the official opening by the Queen
on St Andrew's Day 1999, 35 years after the first
investigations started, and also in time for the new
millennium and the 500th anniversary of the original
construction of the Hall. The total cost, going back
to 1964, cannot be calculated, but from 1991 to completion of work the later phases of the restoration of
the Hall have cost £8.5 million.
Stirling Castle received a record 430,000 visitors
during the year up to April 2000, and bookings for
evening functions in the Hall have surpassed early
estimates. The restoration of the Great Hall has involved hundreds of individuals over the years and those
of us who had the privilege of completing the project
are greatly indebted to all who went before and all
who supported us on the way.

6.10 Stirlin g Castle, the dais end of the restored Great Hall, showing the wall hangings, cloth of estate, furniture and glazing.
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE RESTORATION
Gordon Ewart

Introduction
works or completely new building, but, despite such
prescription on the level of investigation, each opportunity was carefully programmed and fully exploited.
The main programmes of excavation preceded the
construction of a new restaurant, the conversion of a
number of existing spaces for new uses (the Cartshed,
the Queen Anne Casemates, the Overport Battery
Casemates, the North Gate, the Lion's Den and the
Chapel Royal of James VI), and preceded the fixing
of supports for the temporary roof over the Great Hall.
The upgrading of services throughout the castle was
also fully monitored (fig 7.1) .
The range of archaeological investigation since 1991
has opened up a unique perspective on the evolution
of the castle complex as a whole, within which the
history of the Great Hall can now be better understood.
This paper, therefore, reviews the archaeological evidence pertaining to the Great Hall restoration as it
was revealed during the various intermittent and
widely-spaced seasons of excavation . It is also intended
to show the Great Hall in its wider context, both in
relation to the other elements of the royal castle and
their antecedents within the Inner Close, and in relation
to the natural constraints of the castle rock itself.

The large number of remodellings and modifications
carried out on the Great Hall at Stirling Castle since
its construction in about 1500 has inevitably obscured
much of the evidence for its original form and details.
The various interventions, most notably those carried
out at the end of the 18th century when it was drastically
converted to a multi-level barrack, and also to some
extent the effects of the clearance of much of these
alterations during the later 1960s, have made the interpretation of the early history of the Hall problematic.
Much of the evidence for the present restoration
was based on the analysis of the standing fabric of the
structure, accompanied by evidence gleaned from historical documentary sources. The role of the
archaeological excavations was essentially on the one
hand a function of the precise design requirements for
the restored Hall, and on the other the exploitation of
a variety of windows of opportunity to examine and
hopefully to amplify the architectural evidence.
It is also important to remember that the archaeological work in and around the Great Hall was only
one part of a more extensive programme, which saw
excavations across most of the castle complex. Admittedly, much of this work was conditioned by design
and engineering criteria for either specific renovation

The topographic constraints
The castle rock is a quartz-dolerite outcrop around 100
metres thick, which has been affected by glaciation,
most notably involving the scouring of the upper
surfaces. Of particular note is the well-marked columnar jointing, which is prone to weathering, and which
has created the spectacular cliffs to the west and
north-west of the castle rock. Lines of geological weakness have in turn been exploited to create defensive
ditches. The separation of the present Counterguard
from the inner parts of the castle, as defined by the
line of the Forework of James IV, represents the most
obvious enhancement of the natural faulting inherent

in the rock while emphasising the natural summit, the
core of the inner defences of the medieval castle. This
defensive line protects the southern access route to the
fortress, emphasising the spectacular, promontory-like
site of the castle. However, the nature of the geology
north of this line has been of major significance in
determining the location and orientation of many of
the pre-I6th-century works within the heart of the
castle (fig 7.2).
The highest part of the rock lies towards the northwest of the site, and the pronounced north-west to
south-east strike of the bedrock jointing is evident in
70
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7.1 Stirling Castle, location of the principal areas of archaeological excavation carried out over recent years. (Gordon Ewart)

the alignment of the North Curtain, as well as that of
the earlier chapel below that of James VI of 1594, the
partial foundations of which are presently outlined in
the cobbled surface of the Inner Close.
A further example of the 'natural' orientation of
important, pre-I6th-century castle buildings in this area
was discovered in the course of excavations within the
Governor's Kitchen, at the south-west corner of the
Inner Close. It was found that the walls of this building
partly incorporated those of an early Chapel, one of
the two ecclesiastical buildings known to have existed
within the castle from an early date. It housed burials
of at least ten individuals, dating from the mid-13th

to the early-15th century, suggesting that the chapel
had been that founded by Alexander I before his death
m n24.
Further evidence of the character of the early medieval buildings on the summit of the castle rock was
revealed in the form of a drastically truncated earthwork
at the west end of the Douglas Gardens. This earthwork
was associated with a major defensive wall, a wall which
had been reduced, along with many other contemporary
structures in this area, by the later-15th century. Within
the Inner Close was revealed evidence for a series of
timber buildings probably dating to the later-14th
century on the evidence of coins and pottery retrieved.
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7.2 Stirling Castle, diagrammatic representation of the impact of the earlier building terraces and the developed Inner Close complex on the
castle rock. (Gordon Ewart)

From the presence of accumulated domestic midden
material and hearth-sites, these buildings, although of
rudimentary construction, appear to have served as
houses rather than workshops.
Based on all of this evidence, a picture has emerged
which suggests that the major elements of the early
royal castle, up until the late-15th century, were located
towards the north and west limits of the site, perhaps
with some form of earthwork projecting back from the
line of the natural cliff on this side, and complemented
in turn by an inner court or bailey within which a
wide variety of buildings were located.
The disposition of the main areas of the inner castle
plan- the Inner Close, the Outer C lose and the North
Curtain with its gate, is in turn the result of the
rationalisation of the natural profile of the castle rock
into three principal terraces (A, B and C) . These were
ultimately the building platforms for the main castle
structures (fig 7.2).
The Inner Close largely occupies platform A and is
in essence the levelled surface of the steeply sloping top
of the highest natural terrace of the castle rock outcrop.
Its limits and orientation dictated the alignment and

locations of most of the major structures on this part
of the site up until the completion of the Palace in
the mid-r6th century. The southern limit of this upper
terrace is indicated by the south side of the Lion's
Den, the central courtyard of the Palace complex, and
to the east by the line of the Great Hall west transe.
The south and east ranges of the Palace, along with
part of the Great Hall, occupy the second major terrace
(B), with the lowest terrace (C) effectively defining the
extent of the Outer Close. Excavation in the Outer
Close revealed evidence of a massive build-up of deposits, ultimately forming a ramp down to the North
Gate, and more significantly forming the levelled area
immediately north of the Forework gatehouse. T he
impression is therefore of rwo sloping rock terraces (B
and C) separated by a line running roughly berween
the North Gate and the Forework gatehouse. The lower
terrace (C) limits are suggested by the Forework ditch,
which in turn exploited and extended a natural fault
running from a point immediately south of the Prince's
Tower easrwards, to be later enhanced as the core of
the r6th-century artillery work - the French Spur the precursor of the r8th-century Spur Battery.

Archaeology and the restoration
Along with the Nether Bailey to the north, it is
attractive to suspect that the three main geological
terraces could have constituted the elements of an
early complex nucleate fortification, possibly extending
back into prehistory, where the defensive lines could
have been set along major natural breaks in slope,
perhaps defined by steep vertical terraces, though
no firm evidence has been found to support this
view. However, the imposition of an increasingly
formulaic castle layout at the end of the Middle Ages,
particularly with the construction of the Great Hall
and the present Chapel Royal, broke new ground,
literally as well as metaphorically. This new work
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necessitated programmes of both clearance and infill
to reduce and augment the bedrock terraces where
necessary.
The 15th-century chapel pre-dating the present
Chapel Royal may be the last identifiable example of
a major stone structure within the Inner Close which
exploited the uppermost building terrace in terms of
orientation and most advantageous building footprint.
This chapel, elevated to collegiate status in about 1500,
is documented as having been lavishly fitted out and
furnished, and there is no doubt that this was a major
building extending over one of the most prominent
and prestigious sites in the castle.

The west transe
It is in the relationship between the pre-1594 chapel
and the transe on the west side of the Hall that new
evidence for the relationship of the Great Hall with
the castle rock and with other structures emerged
through archaeological excavation. The transe is a
narrow passageway, which is now vaulted at the lower
level; it is defined to the west by a rubble wall, and
to the east by the lower storey of the west wall of the
Great Hall, which is pierced by doors and windows
opening into the basement beneath the main hall space.
It was the cutting of the area occupied by the west
transe which enabled the Great Hall footprint to be
established against the strike of the bedrock, while at
the same time exploiting the terraced nature of the site
between the Inner and Outer Closes. This allowed the
creation of a sunken service area, with the main formal
access to the principal level of the Hall directly off the
Inner Close. The west transe is undoubtedly closely
associated with the construction of the Great Hall in
about 1500, but there is also evidence to suggest that,
like the Forework ditch, its construction involved the
realignment of an existing terrace edge - that separating
platforms A and B.
At the south end of the transe, excavation revealed
various eroded rock-cut features with associated surfaces
which, although they were heavily truncated, were
comparable to those noted in the Inner Close and on
the sloping road between Inner and Outer Closes.
It was this old ground surface/occupation horizon
(platform B) that was later extended and realigned to
create the present ground level on the west side of the
Hall, being carried over the transe on the extrados of
an inserted vault. In short, the construction of the west
transe of the Great Hall realigned and extended the
eastern boundary between platforms A and B. These

platforms were themselves defined by natural terraces
within the dolerite outcrop, which are likely to have
always defined the inner and outer courtyards of all
defence works on the site. They were in turn regularised
and levelled to form the present Inner and Outer
Closes, with the Great Hall at the boundary between
the two.
The realignment of the natural terrace (platform B)
for the transe construction posed considerable problems
for the east end of the pre-1594 chapel, in that the
transe ran extremely close to that building, and furthermore the relationship between that chapel and the
Great Hall was apparently problematic in terms of
architectural regularity and access.
The west wall of the transe has a doorway at its
north end which was reopened during the recent
excavation programme within the present Chapel
Royal. This revealed evidence of the impact on the
older topography resulting from the works associated
with the Great Hall. Firstly, there was a vivid indication
of how the natural ground level had been cut away in
excavating the north end of the transe when a drain
was located that had originally served the pre-1594
chapel; this emerged at one side of the doorway on
the north side of the transe, in the form of a spout
set awkwardly at eye-level. The north doorway, furthermore, clearly indicated that there was access, albeit
rather hazardous, around to the north of the pre-1594
chapel, possibly to buildings beyond that, all of which
are now obscured by the present Chapel Royal. The
transe therefore represents the reuse, at least in part,
of an existing terrace, in order to provide access on
the west side of the Great Hall basement.
A combination of the desired alignment of the Great
Hall footprint and the irregularities of the castle rock,
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created significant engineering problems for its builders.
Substantial foundations were necessary for the north
and east walls, where the building projected well beyond
the limits of the principal intermediate bedrock terrace
(B). At its south-west corner, however, it was located
as far as was possible onto the bedrock of the intermediate terrace, though this did mean that its entrance
was obscured by the pre-1594 chapel, and there must
be a suspicion that it was hoped to rebuild the chapel
on a new alignment at the earliest opportunity.
The transe therefore can be seen to have exploited
a geological feature in order to provide access around
to the north of the pre-1594 chapel together with service
access to the basements of the Great Hall from the
west. It is also a possibility that it was intended to
provide access from the transe into the Great Hall
itself, though this is perhaps unlikely. It is clear that
the main doorway into the Great Hall was always
located towards the north end of its west wall, and it
is possible that there was some form of timber forestair
within the transe, which originally had no vault at
basement level. However, no evidence for such a forestair was found during the recent excavations and,
moreover, the generally uneven quality of the ground
surface within the transe did not instantly evoke images

of a formal royal processional route to the most impressive building in the castle. The transe was eventually
vaulted at basement level along its entire length, not
very long after it was laid out, probably as part of the
arrangements to ensure that food was delivered in a
reasonable state from the kitchens in the nearby North
Gate (see Fawcett, chapter 1). This would inevitably
have necessitated the removal of any forestair within
the transe.
When the 15th-century chapel was dismantled and
cleared in advance of building the new Chapel Royal
of James VI in 1594, the regularisation of the Inner
Close was at last completed, the Palace, the south side
of the Inner Close, having been constructed under
James V from 1538.
The archaeological investigations within the transe
also provided important evidence of the full impact
of the 18th-century military adaptations of the Hall.
In the transe these operations had involved the partial blocking of at least one doorway to the Great
Hall basement. On the west side there was the introduction of new drains and dense clay waterproofing
against the huge water cistern which was inserted below
the Inner Close immediately to the west of the transe
west wall.

Excavations within the Great Hall
The archaeological investigations required within the
Great Hall were of relatively small scale, and were
concerned primarily with the recording of the footing
of three late-18th-century cross-walls inserted as part
of the subdivision of the Great Hall into a barracks
on three floors. At the time of excavation these walls
had already been completely removed to floor level as
part of the restoration works commenced in the later
196os, and investigations revealed little more than the
comprehensive efforts that had been made to ensure
that adequate flues and chimneys were incorporated
within the walls to serve fire sites at basement level.
The southernmost cross-wall had in fact no fewer than
four separate flues around a central chimney, all within
the wall thickness. These were constructed in brick
and stone in a way that is comparable w ith those in
the tenements which were becoming increasingly common in 18th-century Scottish Burghs.
However, there was one aspect of the recording
operations within the Hall which led to a further insight
into its layout. This was the evidence of the flagged
stone floor (fig 7.3). The surviving parts of the floor
were made up of a variety of sizes of flagstone, ranging

in shape from squares to larger rectangular pieces. The
entire surface of surviving flags was recorded in some
detail. In a number of places it was heavily damaged,
with many gaps resulting from long years of hard usage.
In others, insertion of the late-18th-century cross-walls
had inevitably involved removal of areas of the paving.
Systematic recording revealed a series of discrete areas
within the surviving parts of the flagged floor, defined
by boundaries indicated by the orientation of flagstones,
and their association with doorways and hearths. These
groups enabled a tentative interpretation of the floor
as having been divided into four main areas.
The layout appeared to define the south and ' lordly'
end of the Hall, with its massive bay windows and
south fireplace as being one distinct area. A possible
service area of similar size lay at the other end of the
Hall, associated with the north-east and north-west
circular stairs, and separated in turn from the south
area by two long pavements primarily on a north to
south alignment. The precise significance of this conjectural plan is uncertain, but it does imply the clear
separation of the dais area of the Great Hall from the
service area at the opposite end. Given that the Great
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7.3 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall floor showing areas defined by the stone paving. (Gordon Ewart)
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Hall at Stirling Castle played a significant role in a wide
range of royal occasions (see Lynch, chapter 2), the
divisions within its floor may have represented a clear
but subtle demarcation for the effective use of the
otherwise largely unstructured open space of the Hall.
To conclude, the archaeological investigations
directly associated with the Great Hall were limited

in scope. However, when seen as part of a much
wider programme of investigation on the castle as a
whole, whether involving archaeological excavation or
architectural recording, they have shed considerable
light on the wider context of the Hall, as well as
revealing some fascinating details of its construction
and modification.

8
SURVEYING AND RECORDING THE EVIDENCE
Duncan Peet

Background
The basic design of the Great Hall is essentially relatively simple: it is a large rectangular room with a
pitched roof over it and a series of rectangular vaulted
spaces below. W ithin this framework there is an abundance of significant detail, some of which retains
evidence of errors of setting out during construction
and some of subsequent structural movements. To
ensure that no evidence was overlooked in the course
of the long processes of restoration, extensive survey
and design were required in advance of designing
all new and replacement details. This also ensured
that all new insertions fitted in with the surrounding
original masonry. Since 1984 I have been principally
involved in surveying and recording the stonework of
the Hall.
The general policy behind this work has been to
replace stone only where structurally necessary, to
indent individual stones where possible rather than to
replace whole features, and to design all inserted details
on the basis of firm evidence rather than of supposition.
Errors in the original construction were retained as an

integral part of the history unless there was a risk that
their retention might lead to structural failure.
The on-site work of survey and analysis is of extreme
importance in the process of restoration, since it is the
principal opportunity to gather and collate the physical
evidence. It is also the main chance to find out how
and why any feature was built in a particular way and
how and why it may have been altered. Measuring and
drawing up on-site have the great advantage that all
pieces of evidence can be considered together; drawing
up off-site almost invariably means that full account
is not taken of some pieces of evidence. When production of the final working drawings commences, the
design of the new work is usually already well understood, because so much time has already been spent
on-site. One problem that can arise, however, is that
the cautious stage-by-stage approach that always has
to be adopted towards dismantling insertions can mean
that no more than partial evidence is found at earlier
stages of investigation, and it is only later that a fuller
picture emerges.

Methods of survey
The basic method of survey has not changed significantly over the years that the work has been in progress.
As yet there does not appear to be available a CADcapable laptop which is site-proof, that is, water and
d ust proof, and usable for survey. T he process of
surveying still involves rigorously systematic sketching,
measurement, drawing and template taking on-site.
Experience has shown that there are virtually no strictly
vertical, straight or level walls or openings in the Great
Hall and that many arches, for a variety of reasons,
have slumped and deformed. Evidence for original
features may be fragmentary and consist of no more
than a few stones that are largely invisible within the
masonry as a whole. Cursory examination might easily
miss such evidence, while detailed survey almost invariably picks it up.

The best basic survey method is to set up an
orthogonal cage of levels and plumb lines around the
area of work and to measure the fabric back to this
cage. This is particularly necessary in situations where
it is not possible to fix a tripod-based instrument to
measure all the detail. Levels are obtained by d umpy
level from the Ordnance Survey bench mark. At Stirling
we are fortunate in having a bench mark on-site in
the Inner Close on the north wall of the Palace. Once
transferred to the ground vicinity of the survey area,
base lines at intervals of about 2 metres are measured
up the walls. A horizontal line is taken through the
survey area using a water level. This is a simple
instrument consisting of a flexible transparent tube
that is filled with water and secured at each end with
a removable cork; water levels have been in use for
77
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centuries; indeed, it is possible that they were used
during the original building of the Great Hall. The
instrument allows a level to be transferred without
the need to place a tripod on a sound, stable base. It
also enables levels to be transferred beyond the line of
sight, around corners and from one side of a wall to
another.
Plumb bobs are hung from nails fixed into the
masonry joints as high as possible. These are positioned
to permit triangulation between one and at least two
others, and are measured as near to the hanging point
of each plumb as possible in order to reduce and
contain errors which may be caused by any swing of
the plumb bob. These sizes form a grid of triangulation
of the plumbs, and sizes are taken from at least two
plumbs to the point of detail to be measured. It goes
without saying that initial care in setting up the cage
reduces the possibility of later error. Ideally, a survey
should be conducted by two people as it is useful to
be able to discuss surveying problems, and two pairs
of eyes are better than one in observing and interpreting
detail. In the Great Hall, however, most surveys had
to be carried out by one technician with the occasional
help of a stonemason when setting up the base grid.
When working alone, the base grid should have plumbs
or level lines no more than 3 metres apart as the limit

over which one person can stretch and take an accurate
size is about 1Y2 metres.
A profile gauge is used to produce full-size card
templates of the surviving moulding profiles. Profile
gauges generally come in two sizes, 150 millimetres and
300 millimetres, and I prefer the smaller size. They are
used to take profiles of short sections of moulding
which are transferred to card, cut out, then checked
back against the moulding for accuracy. Sections are
then stuck together, checking back against the moulding at each stage to contain any error of alignment.
Progressively a complete and true profile is obtained
(fig 8.1).
Complete accuracy is necessary as measurement
often shows that arcs on cavettos and rolls may be of
multiple radii rather than of single radius curves, for
example. Angles, although often close to 90°, may not
be precisely right-angled. Splays on window ingoes
and doorways may vary between between 15° and 30°.
All of this suggests that, although the intention in
designing a moulding may have been that it should be
orrhogonal and regular, the execution is often not.
Further close examination of a commonly recurring
moulding, such as that around the clearstorey windows,
may even show a slight alteration to the moulding
caused by the degradation of the original template

8.1 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the author making a template of a moulding.
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during the extended process of construction; in theory,
this could make it possible to calculate the building
sequence of parts of the Hall. When considering stone
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repair, and especially indentation, it is essential to
follow the existing form of the moulding rather than
start imposing what seems to have been intended.

Working drawings
Although the methods of surveying remain largely
unchanged, the technology involved in producing
working drawings and templates, has changed immensely since I984. In the earlier phases of the
restoration, templates and drawings for individual
stones were produced at full size on boards of anything
up to 5 metres by 3 metres. This meant getting down
on hands and knees and crawling while drawing. Scale
drawings were sized in Imperial units such as I inch
or 1h inch to I foot. Now metric drawings are produced
at full size on computer and can be printed at any
scale. Survey templates are still made from card, but
more durable plastic and zinc are now used for the
final working templates.
On stone schedules each stone is given a unique
number, together with a short description of its function and its rough dimensions; if the stone is to be
provided as a finished piece, the final dimensions and
the drawing and template numbers are given, with
indications of whether or not the block has to have
Lewis bolt holes. The dimensions are the most important single piece of information for each stone. For
consistency, the following conventions are followed.
Each stone's dimensions are given in length, depth and
height order. These are defined as: length, the extreme

left to right dimension, running parallel to the main
face of elevation or the principal horizontal dimension;
depth, the extreme front to back dimension, at rightangles to the main face of elevation or the secondary
horizontal dimension of a stone at right-angles to the
length; height, the extreme bottom to top bed dimension. The stone schedule also provides general notes,
which place particular emphasis on the need for stone
sizes to be full to that given, and not undersized. It is
always possible to cut off material, but it is impossible
to put it back on, and a stonemason trying to second
guess a technician's reason for a particular size or piece
of design will often guess wrongly.
W hen dimensioning a stone, it is important to know
when to oversize and when to size precisely. It is also
important not to add too much to the stone as the
mason will have to cut it down to fit, and excess
work inevitably reduces the rate of progress. On block
stone to be cut on-site, such as a lintel or transom,
30 millimetres extra is usually allowed on each dimension. T his permits some tolerance for flaws in the stone.
On indents, at least I5 millimetres is allowed beyond
what appears to be the repair line during survey, since
this permits any variation in the condition of the
existing fabric to be tolerated.

The late-18th-century changes to the Hall
The most extensive alterations to the Hall were those
carried out for the Board of Ordnance at the end of
the 18th century in order to provide barrack accommodation, by which time the roof is thought to have
been falling into disrepair.
From the evidence, it appears that, after a more
careful start, the barrack adaptation was carried out in
some haste and at as little cost as possible. An illustration of this is to be fo und in the recut return of
one of the windows at principal level. The first two
reveal stones were neatly and carefully cut back, but
thereafter this work was done crudely and presumably
quickly. Such a quick and cheap approach by the Board
of O rdnance masons has proved to be very useful for
us in carrying out survey work, since details were often
so cursorily adapted or removed that much evidence
was left, while in many cases stones removed from one

part of the H all were soon afterwards reused in another
part. As an example of this latter approach, the walls
and arches inserted at basemen t level to support the
barrack walls and stairs contained several dozen stones
that could be identified as coming from the parapet
and gables. In all, about 350 dressed and carved stones
with identifiable details from doors, windows, fireplaces, roof truss corbels, wall-walk saddle and trough
stones, parapet walls and crow-steps have been recovered. The Board of Ordnance also saved money
and effort by enlarging or altering existing openings
wherever possible, or by going th rough the thinnest
sections of wall. It is, of course, much easier to enlarge
a window than to cut through I1/2 metres of solid
masonry.
A large quantity of timber was also recovered. This
was principally in the form of lintels above military
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doors. These have been identified as being mainly Baltic
pine, felled at some time in the latter half of the 16th
century (Crone and Fawcett 1998). Almost all had
tenons, mortises, pegs, and pegholes. It appears that
they had been reused from the roof of some unidentified
building. At the wall-head some 30 pine stubs of up
to 350 millimetres by 250 millimetres cross-section were
found. These had been crudely cut off at the wall-face,
and it appears that they may have been either a part
of an attempt to strengthen the failing roof, or of some

temporary structure erected to assist the process of
taking down the original roof and erecting its replacement. But the position of the timbers showed no
obvious relationship with either the original or the
barrack-period roof.
Moving on to consider the surveying of the Hall in
greater detail, and taking the building from bottom to
top rather than chronologically, it is probably best to
divide the work into four areas: the stairs; the basement
vaults; the principal level; the wall-head.

Stairs
There were four stairs in the Hall as first built. T he
north-east stair which connects the basement and principal levels had been turned into a passage and doorway
to the outside at the lower level. At the Hall level, the
rubble cap-house had been removed apart from its
footings and the doorway itself was blocked. This stair
was certainly the easiest to reconstruct as only minimal
damage had been caused to the original fabric, and
much evidence had been left as oddly-shaped recesses
in the walls. To reconstruct the stair, a later external
access and a secondary doorway into the north pentice
were built up and the missing lower steps reinstated.
The cap-house within the Hall was reconstructed as
simply as possible in random rubble capped with plain
ashlar below the floor of the gallery, and the doorway
partly repaired and reopened.
The north-west stair had been partly blocked at
basement level and altered to form a passage into the
west transe. From principal level upwards, the steps
had been stripped out and the stairwell had been turned
into a series of mural latrines serving the inserted floor
levels. On clearing the blocking at the bottom of the
stairwell, the first step was found to be still in situ.
This established the start of the stair, and the crude
military hacking out of the steps within the well meant
that it was possible to identify the tails of some 25 steps.
With this information it was relatively easy to establish
the details and to design four full turns of the stair,
with 65 steps rising the full height of the Hall to the
wall-head, with doors to the principal level and gallery
above the screen. The wall-head cap-house was reconstructed as part of the parapet works, as was that for
the east stair. During the work, a small slit window
had been revealed at the lower level, although its
outlook was blocked by an arch over the transe. This
was the first window that would have lit the bottom
of the stairwell. It was eventually found that all the
stairs have similar windows occurring approximately

every one or one and a quarter turns.
The east stair, within a salient tower, also rose from
basement level up to the parapet. The lower part from
vault to principal level had been substantially remodelled: all the steps had been removed and two doors
and a passage had been inserted. Interpretation of the
evidence required three attempts. Initially, because the
stairs elsewhere were spiral, we mistakenly assumed that
this stair had also been of spiral form for its full height.
Life was made additionally difficult by the care with
which barrack-period debris and plaster had to be
removed. Not until the last pieces were removed was
the springing of a low vault at the base of the tower
discovered, which meant that the stair could not have
started at ground level within the tower. Beyond this,
in the adjacent vault to the north, six voussoirs of a
window arch were revealed when the last piece of
plaster was removed. Together, these all pointed to
there having been a straight mural stair at the lowest
level, with a window illuminating both the vault and
the bottom of the stair, and a small vaulted chamber
at the base of the east tower. This was a particularly
good illustration of the Board of Ordnance reusing
voids and thin walls to effect major alterations with
the minimum of effort. Above the lowest straight flight,
a platform is reached through a heavily worn mezzanine
doorway from the mural stair, and from there the stair
continues upwards as a smaller offset radius spiral
within the tower.
Moving on to the south-east stair, the lower part,
leading to a mezzanine chamber beneath the east bay,
had survived, but above this, apart from a door jamb
and part of a decorated lintel at principal level, nothing
remained. The reason for this was that the Board of
Ordnance had removed the entire return of the southeast bay to accommodate a supporting cross-wall for
one of their own stairs. It also appears that the upper
part of the stair had originally been built as something
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of an afterthought and had to be squeezed in. More
than twenty ideas for reconstruction had to be considered before the stair was finally rebuilt. The principal
problems were to minimise the visual impact of the
cap-house within the Hall, and to complete the doorway in a way that allowed enough headroom within
the stairwell while retaining sufficient thickness of wall
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to maintain the strength of this corner. The answer
eventually reached to meet the issues of headroom and
wall thickness was to form a cranked corbelled wall
around the stairwell. This was built as ashlar and then
dressed back in situ. It should be noted that the wall
thickness in all of the stairwells is in places as little as
8o millimetres.

The basement vaults
The layout of the basement vaults had not been changed
greatly in the course of the barrack conversion. One
or two walls had been removed or inserted, but generally
the size and shape of the rooms had lent themselves
readily enough to other uses such as stables, laundry,
and coal cellar. The solid wall dividing those vaults
that served the dais end of the Hall from the others
had not been breached, but two arched cross-walls had
been built to support the walls of the inserted stairwells
above. These had been constructed carefully and much
reused material, mainly ashlar from the parapet, was
reused as quoins and voussoirs.
The design of the restored windows and doorways

at basement level was straightforward. Some evidence
for each survived and a standard form of design was
drawn up based on those remaining virtually intact at
the north end of the transe and under the east bay.
Nevertheless, although the form was standard, the detail
varied, principally due to differences in the thicknesses
of the wall of each bay of the basement. At the middle
of the north gable wall of the Hall, both at basement
and principal level is a large doorway. These now give
access to a two-storeyed pentice, but they appear to
be of relatively early construction and presumably
opened into an ancillary service structure of a form
related to that now seen.

Principal level
At principal level each of the walls is of a different
thickness. The original windows were generally constructed as pairs and the design of those on the east,
south and west is broadly similar. The moulding
profiles of the reveals, returns, and exterior arches are
constant throughout with only a slight variation in the
angles of the returns and piers. T he daylight heigh t of
these windows was uniform at approximately 2500
millimetres though the width varies considerably from
675 millimetres in the south gable wall to 1200 millimetres on the east elevation. The most noticeable
difference in the design of the windows is the form of
the sill wash. Along the west and south windows, this
is built up of two sloping courses and a sill, giving the
appearance of a continuous smooth wash. The east
window sills, however, have four distinct sloping
courses and one or two ashlar courses below the sill
stone (fig 8.2). T his creates a stepped appearance which
looks complicated, but is in fact more easily capable
of accommodating errors in construction than the sills
of the west and south windows.
T here are one or two errors in the original construction of these windows that are not at first obvious. On
the west elevation, the exterior weather edge of the sill
is constructed as a continuous horizontal line above

the pentice. One would expect the same to occur on
the inside, but in the m iddle of a pair of windows
there is a difference of Go millimetres between the
lower edges of the windows. This appears to be a
simple setting out error that was not noticed until it
was too late to remedy, and it may be an example of
what appears to have been a philosophy of 'it's too far
away for anyone to notice, so don't worry about it'.
On the east elevation, the returns of the windows
adjacent to the stair tower sit tigh tly against it. This
suggests that whilst the windows were designed to be
viewed as a whole from the inside of the Hall, it was
assumed that the exterior design did not have to be
the same on each side of the tower. The windows to
the north of the stair-tower also have one more course
of ashlar below the sill than those to the other side,
suggesting that the builders were unable to continue
their setting out line across such a major projection.
On first inspection, the windows along the north
gable wall appeared to have been badly damaged in
the works of the 1790s, but closer inspection revealed
that only superficial alterations had been made, and
indentations to the reveals along with repair of the
lintels were the only repairs that proved to be necessary.
These windows were designed as pairs of rectangular
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8.2 Stirling Castle Great Hall, relative cross·sections of the sills of the west and east windows.

lights within arched openings, which creates a similar
internal appearance to the rest of the windows of the
Hall whilst having a design which accommodates itself
to the relatively thin north wall.
The two bay windows lighting the dais at the south
end of the Hall present contrasting features. The west
bay is relatively simple in appearance with tight internal
returns, straight transoms at mid-height, and a simple
rear-arch over the inside. The east bay, by contrast, is
much more ambitious with broadly splayed returns,
transoms designed to emulate tracery, and a sweeping
three-centred rear-arch on the inside that is designed
to follow the more widely splayed line of the returns.
Since construction, however, the east rear-arch has
slumped significantly, although it is still structurally
sound. The restoration of the east bay was also complicated by the need to insert the cap-house for the
south-east stair. This meant that some adjustment to
the exterior north return was necessary, which reveals
itself as a slight twisting to the north pier of the bay, and
a small intake above a cap-house on the main east wall.

In the east bay, we were fortunate during the dismantling of the late-18th-century sills to find both the
seating of the mullions and the first stone of each of
the mullions still in position. This made it relatively
easy to design the complete mullions although allowance had to be made for the fact that the bay leans
slightly outwards to both the east and south.
The design of the transoms presented an interesting
exercise in three-dimensional geometry. Fortunately,
two examples still existed in the returns of the bay.
These provided most of the information needed and
made the understanding of the overall design much
easier. There was a slight dilemma, however, in that
in one of the original transoms the eye-shaped space
between the intersecting arcs was blocked, while in the
other it was pierced. The new transoms for the east
face of the bay were cut with the eye blocked and a
final decision on whether they should remain this way
was not made until the first lime-wash coats had been
applied. Black templates were then put in place; when
that was done, it was felt that blocked eyes appeared
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8.3 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the transoms of the east bay window.

inappropriately heavy for the overall design, whereas
when opened the visual appearance of the windows
was considerably lightened (fig 8.3) .
T he syndrome of 'it's too far away for anyone to
notice, so don't worry about it' referred to above does
not appear to have been applied to the carved detail
of the Hall (fig 8.4). High on the piers of the east bay,
in particular, there are a number of very finely carved
figures, two at least being probably identifiable as David

and Moses. The niche bases and capitals are also well
made, though there is no evidence to indicate what
the iconography of the figures in the niches might have
been. It is noticeable that the carvings throughout the
Hall are cut from a more finely grained sandstone
which often shows flecks of coal. This stone was
presumably chosen for its ability to take carved detail,
but unfortunately this also makes it more prone to
erosiOn.

The wall-head
At wall-head level, not only did the Board of Ordnance
replace the roof, but they also removed what still
remained of the parapet, wall-walk, bartizans, chimneys, cap-houses and crow-steps. Some evidence was
left in place, mainly the traces of badly hacked off
bartizan corbels and wall-walk troughs. These were
surveyed in order to establish the radius of the bartizans
and the seating of the alternating saddle stones and
troughs of the wall-walk. To complete the design three
other sources of information were consulted.
In the first place, much of the material recovered
in dismantling the barrack-period masonry could be
identified as part of the wall-head. These included a

fine piece of merlon coping amongst more than 20
other stones with the same profile, more than 30 stones
which must have been parts of the saddles and troughs
of the wall walk, and three or four coped crow-steps
from the gable. There were several stones which were
identifiable as water spouts, but none showed any
detail other than a simply-cut taper. It was noticeable that all the stones from the wall-walk were of a
darker, more finely grained stone than that used
elsewhere. Mter analysis, the best match for this
stone was from Huncote quarry near Accrington in
Lancashire.
There is one detail on some two dozen reused stones
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8.4 Stirling Castle Great Hall, the author's sketch book, showing a detail of the east bay window.

that has not been put back on any of the restored
stonework. These stones have the same sectional profile
as the parapet coping but on the slope of the cope are
dentil-like projections at regular intervals, some with
a faint patterning. My own view is that this has been
decoration at the top of the crenellation, although it
is a detail that has not been found elsewhere and it
was therefore not felt justifiable to replicate it in the
restoration of the parapet.
The second source of information looked to for
guidance in the restoration was contemporary buildings
of related type. One particularly useful source of information was the Prince's Tower at the west end of
the castle's Forework, which was built around the same
time as the Hall. Here the parapet exists almost in its
entirety with only the merlons of the crenellation
missing (fig 8.5). There is also a gable chimney and
crow-stepped gable. All of these provide parallels for
details used on the Hall on a larger scale.
The third source of information was early views and
survey drawings of the castle, amongst which those of
Slezer of the r69os and those drawn for the Board of
Ordnance in 1719 and 1741 were particularly useful.
These views show well, albeit with some inevitable
artistic license, the inter-relationship of the buildings

of the castle and also provide guidance on the details
of crenellation, cap-houses, chimneys, crow-steps, and
ridge carvings.
Combining this information with the precise measurement of surviving elements at the wall-head meant
that, although this was the largest element of the
stonework replacement in the course of the restoration
of the Hall, it was probably the most straightforward
to design and build (fig 8.6). This was due, not only
to a great deal of repetition in design, but also to the
fact that the design was constrained only by masonry
at a lower level. Elsewhere, the principal-level windows,
for example, had historic masonry on all sides, and the
greatest care had therefore been needed to ensure an
accurate fit between old and new work.
Complications did arise, however, in working out
how the wall-walk saddles and troughs would have
turned the corners of the bartizans, and how they
related to the cap-houses. In all such cases, the chief
problem was to achieve a waterproof walkway of historically acceptable design. Above the bays and at the
east cap-house, where the wall-walk was wider, it
was necessary to have a second course of saddles and
troughs below the level of the rest of the walkway.
This was set into the ashlar course on the outside of
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8.5 Stirling Castle, the
wall-head of the
Prince's Tower.

the wall above the weather course bur below the
troughs, without significantly modifying the external
appearance of the parapet.
The crow-steps of the gables are roughly I metre
high by I metre wide. The design for these was relatively
straightforward as the gables were constructed of ashlar
rather than rubble, and each crow-step corresponded
to four courses of the main wall, meaning that there
was very little variation. One of the recovered crow-step
fragments shows decoration on the end, though it is

so incomplete that we felt unable to take it as a guide
in restoration, and it was decided that the rebuilt
crow-steps should be left plain.
I should like to end by offering a final thought.
About 9000 stones were repaired or replaced in the
Great Hall in the course of restoration. I estimate that
this represents 20 to 25% of the total of dressed stone
originally used. When the Hall was built, it was part
of a complex of major buildings and defensive structures
at Stirling that was constructed around the beginning
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8.6 Stirling Castle,
a detail of the
wall-head of the
restored Great Hall.

of the I6th century for James N. Elsewhere in these
same years, royal building works were also being undertaken on a major scale at Edinburgh, Holyrood,
Falkland, Dunbar and Linlithgow. All of this work was
carried out in a shorter time span than that taken to
restore the Great Hall, and that without the benefit
of modern tools, equipment and transport, or health

and safety regulations. The slow and painstaking restoration work done on the Great Hall is impressive
and in its restored state has shown the grandiose scale
and design of the building. But for me the process has
also given a fine insight into the imagination, drive,
skills, and sense of scale that the original designers and
builders brought to their work. (figs 8.7- 8.13)
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8.7 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in its restored state, plan at principal level.
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Plan at lt'lindoll'l Level
8.8 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in its restored state, plan at window level.
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Plan at Vault Level
8.9 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in its restored state, plan at basement level.
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Stirling Castle, Great Hall
Plan at Roof Leve I
8.10 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in its restored state, plan at wall-head and roof level.
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8.11 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in its restored state, east elevation.
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8.12 Stirling Castle, the Great Hall in
its restored state, south elevation.
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8.13 Stirling Castle, the Great
Hall in its restored state,
cross·section looking north.
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